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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
1.1 Ytterbium fiber laser 
The first coherent light emission in a glass was reported in 1961 [1] by 
demonstrating laser emission in a crown glass doped with neodymium ions. 
Since then, the progress in the field of fiber laser technology has been enormous 
and ensured that fiber laser technology today competes strongly with other laser 
technologies. Thanks to its geometry and efficiency fiber lasers are now 
becoming an important tool in different fields. including telecommunications, 
spectroscopy, medicine, materials processing, and military applications. Optical 
fibers have radically changed the telecommunication industry [2]. Commercial 
fiber lasers are widely used in medicine [3,4]. Scientific instruments involving 
spectroscopic investigations of atoms and molecules use fiber lasers as key 
component. Furthermore, fiber laser technology is widely employed for ranging, 
remote sensing and security [5]. Fiber lasers with high output power are 
extensively employed in the materials processing industry. These applications 
include drilling, micro-machining, marking, cutting and soldering [6]. In particular, 
for their superior efficiency and versatile fiber lasers are growing rapidly in laser 
processing industry and they are now competitive with the more traditional gas 
(CO2 laser) and solid state lasers (Nd:YAG) [7]. 
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In this industrial area and in particular in marking and precision cutting 
fields, the key component of many products designed for laser processing is the 
Ytterbium doped fiber laser in pulsed operation. Operating at wavelengths around 
1 µm has some advantages for materials processing compared to the wavelength 
of about 10 µm typical of CO2 lasers (e.g. in metal marking). Ytterbium ion is the 
most ideal rare-element for lasing with only two principal manifolds. Among the 
different rare-earth ions, Yb3+ ion presents a small quantum defect: the 
absorption wavelengths are close to the emission wavelengths and potentially 
allowing for very high power conversion efficiencies (>80% optically efficiency), 
thus reducing thermal effects in high-power lasers. Furthermore, Yb3+ ion 
possesses a broad absorption band in the infrared region of the spectrum, where 
high power pump diodes are commercial available. One of the key challenges in 
the development of a powerful high power Yb-doped fiber laser was the injection 
of the pump light into the small core of low numerical aperture. The solution to 
overcome this problem was found in the design and the use of double-cladding 
optical fibers [8,9]. Double cladding optical fibers are made of two waveguides: 
the core which guides the signal and the first cladding to guide the pump light. In 
this type of fiber laser, the laser-light propagates in single-mode regime into the 
core. The core is surrounded by a first, inner cladding in which the multi-mode 
pump-light propagates. The pump-light is confined inside the inner cladding by an 
outer cladding with lower refractive index, and also partially propagates into the 
core where it is absorbed by the laser-active ions. The numerical aperture 
between inner and outer cladding is high, so that a large number of propagation 
modes are supported. Therefore, double-cladding fiber lasers can be pumped by 
multi-mode laser diodes, which have high power but poor beam quality. 
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Pulsed Yb-doped fiber lasers are commonly based on silica-based glass 
fibers [10]. In general, the low solubility of rare earth ions in silica forces to use as 
active medium fiber lengths in the order of meters (typically several tens of 
meters) to achieve efficient pump absorption. Silica allows to be doped with only 
few weight percents of rare earth ions (1-2% wt Yb2O3) before quenching [11] or 
photodarkening [12] effects occur. The need of using fiber lengths in the order of 
meters, together with the low solubility of rare earth ions in silica, causes various 
problems in the fiber laser system. Main problems are non-linear effects which 
take place inside the fiber that affect the quality of the output beam and/or the 
shape of the pulses (e.g. strong broadening of the pulse). The most problematic 
non-linear effects in high power fiber lasers are: Stimulate Brillouin Scattering 
(SBS) and Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS). [13]. SBS refers to the 
interaction of the optical pulse with acoustic phonons, which can create an 
acoustic wave that co-propagates with the optical beam along the fiber. The 
generated acoustic waves reflect part of the incident light in the backward 
direction. On the other hand, SRS can arise from a transition between two 
vibrational states in the fiber material, when some of the pump photons are 
converted into lower-energy photons, and the corresponding part of the optical 
input energy is shifted to the lattice vibrations. Unlike SBS, both forward and 
backward Raman scattering are possible. Such non-linear effects are particularly 
strong for short pulses and they can limit the achievable pulse energies. But in 
particular non-linear effects critically limit the peak power of the fiber laser 
[13,14]. 
There are two possible technological solutions to overcome the SBS and 
SRS effects. The first solution is the design and the use of large mode area 
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(LMA) fiber lasers [15,16]. In LMA fiber, the core radius is increased while the 
numerical aperture (NA) is reduced with the aim of decreasing the optical 
intensity and thus reduce the non-linear effects. The use of LMA fibers is 
influenced by technological and manufacturing issues, in fact for single-mode 
operation the refractive index difference and thus the NA must be very small. 
Moreover, single-mode LMA fibers, to avoid bending losses which are significant 
due to the low NA, are difficult to handle and not suitable for compact devices 
[17]. 
The second solution to overcome the non-linear effects which occur in 
high peak power fiber lasers is to increase the doping level of active ions into the 
core. In fact, in a heavily doped fiber laser the pump power can be absorbed over 
a small length, and thus short fiber laser that posses high non linear effects 
thresholds can be used. Since increasing the rare-earth doping level in silica-
based fibers is not possible without having deleterious effects such as clustering 
and quenching, the study and the development of new glass materials as host for 
rare-earth ions was requested and necessary. Among the different glass systems 
useful for fiber lasers, phosphate glasses are the most promising. In fact, 
phosphate glasses allow exceptionally high doping level of rare-earth ions 
without any concentration quenching, up to 1 x 1027 ion/m3 [18]. An example is 
reported in [19], where laser emission was obtained from only 8 mm of a 
phosphate fiber laser doped with 15.8% wt of Yb2O3. 
In literature several studies demonstrated the large number of attractive 
properties of phosphate glasses as laser host materials [20-22]. But only few 
works have focused their attention on phosphate glasses in fiber form and thus 
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phosphate fiber lasers with an emission at 1 µm in pulsed mode operation 
[23,24]. 
 
1.2 Aim of the work 
The main aim of this thesis was to design and manufacture double 
cladding phosphate fibers doped with Yb ions, suitable as short (cm-level) active 
cavities in pulsed fiber laser systems. 
Starting from the study and the design of novel phosphate glass 
compositions, it was necessary to fabricate and characterize several sets of glass 
compositions. Various fabrication methods have been investigated and improved 
to develop a precise and controlled manufacturing process in order to fabricate 
high quality and homogeneous phosphate glasses. In fact, phosphate glass is a 
very reactive and sensitive material: small changes of the manufacture 
parameters or the type of chemicals caused large variations in the properties on 
the prepared glass. It was also necessary to study and adjust the different 
parameters involved in the perform fabrication process to set up a precise and 
specific method of preforms fabrication by the rod-in-tube technique, with the 
tubes obtained by rotational casting technique. In particular, a part of this thesis 
has been dedicated to the design and implementation of a new rotational casting 
equipment for the cladding tubes manufacture. As a test for the materials and for 
the different processes, a series of phosphate fibers (active and passive, single 
and double cladding) were drawn and characterized with the fabricated sets of 
glasses. Finally laser emission was demonstrated with for the Yb-doped 
fabricated phosphate fibers. 
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1.3 Structure of the thesis 
 
This thesis reports the work carried out during my PhD research project 
and is organized into five chapters, including this introduction. 
Chapter 1 introduces the research work fields and the objective of the 
study. In Chapter 2 the theoretical and technical backgrounds involved in this 
research are reported. Chapter 2 is divided into two main sections. In the first 
sections, the principles of optical fiber and fiber laser are explained, with a 
special focus on the ytterbium ion, the preform fabrication method and the 
consequent fiber drawing process taken from the literature are also reported and 
described (from Section 2.1 to Section 2.3). The second part of the chapter is 
devoted to review phosphate glasses and their structure, with an emphasis on 
photonic applications of phosphate glasses. Moreover, the state of the art of 
Ytterbium-doped phosphate glass fibers lasers is given (from Section 2.4 to 
Section 2.5). In Chapter 3 is reported the experimental work and the 
methodologies carried out in this research. The different processes and 
characterization techniques used to fabricate and study the glasses object of this 
work are presented and explained. The preforms and fiber fabrication processes 
involved in this work are also described. Chapter 4 reports and discusses the 
different results on the fabrication and characterization of phosphate glass 
samples and fibers. The results are divided into five sections: each section 
involves a different manufactured fiber, with its relative glasses. The last section 
of the chapter (Section 4.6) describes the results concerning the demonstration 
of fiber lasers. In Chapter 5 the conclusions and the future developments are 
reported. 
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Chapter 2 
Backgrounds 
 
In this chapter, the optical fiber (Section 2.1) and the operation principles of 
the fiber laser (Section 2.2) are described, giving particular attention to ytterbium 
ion emission. In Section 2.3, the preform fabrication method and the consequent 
fiber drawing process are described. 
 
2.1 Optical Fiber 
Optical fibers, which form the gain medium in fiber lasers, are basically 
waveguides for electromagnetic radiation at optical frequencies [1]. An optical 
fiber is a cylindrical structure made of glass that is made of a core layer of 
diameter a and refractive index n1, and a surrounding cladding layer of diameter 
b and refractive index n2. See Figure 2.1.  
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of an optical fiber and its transverse refractive index 
profile 
 
The structure can also be surrounded by a polymer coating with a refractive 
index n3 lower than n2. The basic function of the polymer coating is to maximize 
the fiber strength and to protect the inner layers against micro-bending. 
Light is guided in the core by total internal reflection at the 
core/cladding interface. In particular,  the refractive index of the cladding n2must 
be lower than the refractive index of the core n1 in order to confine and guide the 
light inside the optical fiber. Not all source radiation can be guided over the 
optical fiber[1]. Only rays falling within a specific solid angle or “cone” at the input 
of the fiber can typically be propagated through the fiber. The maximum angle at 
which an incident ray can be coupled into the fiber core can be determined by the 
refractive indexes of the core n1 and the cladding n2. In particular, the sine of this 
maximum acceptance angle is the numerical aperture (NA), and it is a 
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characteristic parameter of optical fibers. The numerical aperture of an optical 
fiber can be calculated from the index difference as follows [1,2]: 
 
 (2.1) 
 
Other important properties of an optical fiber are related with guided 
modes, which are primarily governed by the waveguide structure and materials. 
Fibers can be classified indeed into two main categories: single-mode and 
multi-mode fibers [1-3]. The number of modes supported by the fiber is definite 
by the normalized frequency or the so-called V-number which is a function of the 
numerical aperture of the fiber [1]: 
 
  (2.2) 
 
where a is the core radius and λ is the wavelength of the propagating light in 
vacuum. The simplest type of fiber is the single-mode (SM) fiber, in which the 
core size and refractive index difference are small, allowing only the fundamental  
mode to be propagated. A single mode fiber is characterized by values of V-
number lower than 2.405,  meaning that for higher values of V-number the fiber 
becomes multi-mode. The core radius of a single-mode fiber is usually in the 
range of 3 to 8 µm, depending on the operating wavelength. While, in multi-mode 
fiber the core radius is much higher, typically from 25 to 50 µm [1,3]. 
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2.2 Optical Fiber Laser 
C. J. Koester and E. Snitzer [4] in 1964 described the first coherent light 
emission in a multi-component glass fiber. Today’s fiber laser technology is an 
established technology and undergoing expansion and growth. Fiber laser is a 
particular kind of solid-state lasers but, rather than simply being manufactured in 
the form of a bar or a slab, is produced into fiber form. The main advantages that 
make the fiber laser interesting and competitive with other types of laser are [5, 
6]: 
• Good heat dissipation, due to the intrinsic high surface area to volume ratio, 
which allows efficient cooling; 
• High efficiency, 25-30% measured as the fraction of the electrical power 
input that emerges as laser power output (e.g. CO2-laser, it is in the order 
of 15-20%);  
• Remote delivery, the laser beam can be directed and focused to movable 
elements simply by properly orienting the fiber end. This is important for 
laser cutting, welding, and folding applications; 
• Compact size, fiber can be bent and coiled to save space; 
• Low cost; the manufacturing processes are easier and less expensive 
compared to other solid state laser systems or gas lasers. 
Fiber lasers are now widely used in many applications, included 
telecommunication, material processing, spectroscopy, medicine and military 
applications. Fiber lasers with high output power are extensively employed in 
materials processing applications. These applications include drilling, micro-
machining, marking, cutting, welding and soldering [7]. Fiber lasers find an 
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important application in the field of medicine. The features of fiber lasers are well-
suited for endoscopic and/or surgical procedures, such as tracking tumors [8,9]. 
Fiber lasers are used in a variety of scientific fields involving spectroscopic 
studies of atoms and molecules [10]. Moreover, fiber laser technology is widely 
used for ranging, remote sensing and security [11,12]. 
 
2.2.1 Principles: 
a) Rare-Earth doped Laser 
Fiber lasers are generally based on optical fibers (active medium) doped 
with rare-earth (RE) ions. Rare earths are characterized by the progressive filling 
of the 4f orbitals. The internal electronic structure 5s25p66s2 is the same for each 
atom of this period. The spectroscopic properties of the different rare-earth ions 
therefore depend on the number of electrons present on 4f level: the spectra in 
the infrared, visible and in some cases also in the ultraviolet region are dictated 
by transitions between 4f levels. 
A RE ion during a pump process is excited from its initial state Eg (ground 
state), by absorption of a pump photon of energy  
  (2.3) 
to a higher energy level Eh, where hp is the Planck constant, and v1 is the 
frequency of the photon. From the excited state Eh de-excitation to the ground 
state Eg can take place either by spontaneous or stimulated emission, and in 
both cases a photon of energy E3 = Em−Eg is emitted. If the ion spontaneously 
decays, the photon is emitted with random phase and direction. In stimulated 
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emission, on the contrary, an incoming photon with energy E3 promotes de-
excitation of the ion from the upper lasing level Em, with the creation of a photon 
having the same properties of phase, polarization and direction as the incoming 
photon, and thus leading to amplification of light. 
Depending on the ion and the pump wavelength, the lasing process can 
result in a different scheme, but it can be usually simplified to a three or a four or 
a quasi-three level laser scheme (see Figure 2.2) [5]. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: a)Three-level lasing scheme; b)Four-level lasing scheme; 
c) a quasi-three level lasing scheme 
 
Figure 2.2 shows the schemes of the different lasing processes. When the 
ion is relaxed directly from Em level to the Eg level, the process follows a three 
level lasing scheme (see Figure 2.2-a), which takes place for example in the case 
of the ruby laser (Cr3+:Al2O3) [13]. Differently, the ion can be de-excited to another 
level (Eg’), from which it relaxes non-radiatively to the ground state thus 
concluding a four level lasing process (Figure 2.2-b). The most popular four-level 
solid-state gain medium is the Nd:YAG laser [14]. There exists the possibility of 
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an intermediate situation: a quasi-three level scheme (see figure 2.2-c). In a 
quasi-three-level laser medium the lower laser level is so close to the ground 
state that an appreciable population in that level occurs in thermal equilibrium at 
the operating temperature. Examples of quasi-three-level media are all ytterbium-
doped gain media (e.g. Yb:YAG, or Yb:glass as used in optical fibers) [15]. 
However, pronounced three-level behavior is inevitable for gain media with a very 
small quantum defect, because this enforces small energy spacing between the 
lower laser level and the ground state, so that thermal population of the lower 
laser level is significant. In a three level scheme, absorption from the ground 
state to the upper lasing level with energy Em can occur, provoking reabsorption 
of emitted photons. As a consequence, in order to achieve gain, higher levels of 
pump power are required. This is not the case in lasers following a four level 
scheme, which benefit from having lower values of threshold powers (e.g. 
Nd3+:glass and related fibers lasers). 
 
An important parameter in the study of rare earth ions as active elements 
for lasers is the cross section of the ions [1,6]. The cross section represents 
physically the probability that an interaction between a rare-earth ion and a 
photon of a λ wavelength, which propagates in the medium, takes place. Since 
the active medium interacts with the photons both during pumping (absorption 
process) and both during the emission, two distinct cross-sections can be 
defined: absorption and emission. Thus, the amounts of absorbed and emitted 
light power at a given frequency can be defined as: 
 (2.4) 
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where the absorption and emission cross sections are respectively σa and 
σe (in units ofm2), and I is the incident light intensity (in units of W/m2). Moreover, 
absorption and emission cross sections are dependent on the host glass and the 
magnitude of the deviations from one host to another was observed to be up to 
about 30% [15]. In Figure 2.3 the absorption and emission cross sections of 
Yb3+in aluminosilicate glass are reported [16].The absorption cross section can 
be easily calculated from UV-Vis spectroscopy measurements (see Section 
3.2.4). 
Another important parameter in the study of rare earth ions is the upper-
state lifetime. In a laser gain medium, lasing is associated with the population of 
an excited state, from which stimulated emission can occur. In general, the 
lifetime of this level is define as the time after which the population of the excite 
state-level has decayed to 1/e (around 1/3) and it is inversely proportional to the 
probability per unit time of the exit of a ion from that excited level. The usefulness 
of lifetime lies in the possibility of quick comparison between the various 
phenomena, intended and unintended, which may occur in the active medium. A 
long radiative lifetime in a laser gain medium is preferred because a significant 
population inversion can be maintained with a relatively low pump power [1,5]. 
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Figure 2.3: Absorption and emission cross sections of ytterbium 
in an aluminosilicate glass [16] 
 
The wavelengths of pump absorption and signal emission for a laser 
system depend on the energy level arrangement of the rare earth ions in the host 
glass. Table 2.1 summarizes the main laser active RE-ions with their common 
host glasses and emission wavelengths appearing in order of importance 
Table 2.1: Rare earth ions and common host glasses related with emission 
wavelengths 
RE ion Host glass Emission 
wavelengths (µm) 
Yb3+ 
Ytterbium 
silicate 
phosphate 1.00-1.10 
Er3+ 
Erbium 
silicate 
phosphate 
fluoride 
0.55; 1.5-1.6; 2.7 
Nd3+ 
Neodium 
silicate 
phosphate 0.9; 1.03-1.10; 1.32 
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The most interesting rare earth ions used as dopants in optical fibers are 
Neodymium (Nd), Erbium (Er) and Ytterbium (Yb) for emission in the near 
infrared wavelength region [5]. Nd3+ ions have an emission at around 1080 nm, 
and can be pumped at around  800 nm [17]. Neodymium was one of the first 
dopants to be incorporated into fiber [18]. However, in terms of energy the 
efficiency of Nd3+ is low, and as a consequence it has been replaced by Yb3+ as 
the dopant of choice for high-power fiber lasers. Er3+ ions have an emission at 
wavelength at around 1550 nm and are the very popular for the telecom 
applications of the EDFA (erbium-doped fiber amplifier) [19,20]. Glasses doped 
with Er3+ ions can be sensitized by adding Yb3+ ions [21]. This co-doping allows 
the fiber to be pumped within the Yb3+ absorption band and subsequently exploit 
the energy transfer to the Er3+ ions. On the other hand, Yb-doped fiber lasers are 
the key component of the modern high power lasers [7].The emission wavelength 
of Yb3+ ions is around 1060 nm when pumped at around 970 nm [6] and further 
details of this ion will be provided in the following section. 
 
b) The Ytterbium ion 
Ytterbium has become a very important RE-ion for high-power 
applications due to its high pump-to-signal energy conversion efficiency around 1 
µm [7].The energy level diagram, of Yb3+ions, if  compared to other RE ions, has 
a simple structure consisting of two well-separated levels or manifolds: the 
ground state 2F7/2 and the excited state 2F5/2. These two levels are split further 
into several sub-levels (Stark levels) [22].The upper (2F5/2) and the lower (2F7/2) 
levels have three and four Stark levels respectively. Laser transitions can take 
place between different combinations of sub-levels in the two manifolds, due to 
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the Stark splitting. The corresponding transitions between the sub-levels are not 
discrete energy levels because of homogeneous and inhomogeneous 
broadening in the glass at room temperature. In fact, Ytterbium ions offer a broad 
absorption band that extends from 850 nm to 1040 nm [6]. Consequently, the 
pump wavelengths can be selected from a broad range of wavelengths(see 
Figure 2.4). 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Energy level diagram illustrating the ytterbium 
ground2F7/2 and excited 2F5/2levels and possible transitions between the 
sub-levels[22] 
 
However, ytterbium ions exhibit strong absorption and emission peaks 
at975 nm, corresponding to the transition between sub-levels a and e. Those 
levels are the most thermally populated sub-levels according to the Boltzmann’s 
distribution, and thus, represent the most probable transition. In Yb-doped fiber, 
pump signal at 975 nm is then preferred due to the high pump absorption of Yb3+ 
ions at this wavelength. The radiative lifetime of the 2F5/2 level, depending on the 
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host, is usually in the range of 1.0 to 1.4 ms [23]. Another well-known advantage 
of the simple Yb3+ energy level diagram is the absence of higher energy levels 
(see Figure 2.4). This absence significantly reduces the multi-phonon relaxation 
and ESA processes and, therefore, eases the development of high-power lasers. 
Moreover, the high absorption and emission cross sections of Yb3+ ion [24] allow 
for very strong pump absorption and very short fiber lasers. 
 
c) Double-Cladding Optical Fiber 
Double-clad optical fibers (DCOF) are an important technological solution 
in the field of high-power fiber lasers. Instead of the classical two layer (core/clad) 
structure, double cladding fibers are made of a structure of three concentric 
layers: core, inner cladding and external cladding. The refractive index profile 
decreases from the core to the second, external cladding [25,26]. In Figure 2.5 a 
scheme of a double-cladding fiber is shown. 
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of a double cladding fiber laser and its transverse 
refractive index profile 
 
In DCOF, the laser light is confined and is propagated into the fiber core 
which is doped with active ions. Surrounding the core region is the inner 
cladding, into which the pump light is launched and confined in a multi-mode 
regime. The pump light is confined inside the inner-cladding region thanks to the 
lower refractive index of the second cladding and gradually absorbed by the 
active ions in the core as it propagates. The area of the inner-cladding in a 
double-cladding fiber is significantly larger than that of the core, and therefore 
supports many modes. 
The pump light, in conventional fiber laser, is coupled into the fiber core 
(core-pumped), which imposes limitations on the maximum pump power 
available. In fact, efficient coupling of the laser diode output into the single-mode 
fiber core needs the use of a single-mode laser diode. The output power of laser 
diodes is however limited by the damage threshold of the semiconductor material 
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to a fraction of a watt, which limits drastically the maximum output power of the 
fiber laser [5]. On the other hand, double-clad fibers that are cladding-pumped 
combine the high power conversion efficiency with the high beam quality [25-29]. 
DCOF converts low intensity pump light into a high brightness signal light. In fact, 
double-cladding fibers, that were developed to allow high-power multimode 
diodes with low beam quality to be used for the pump light, can also be seen as a 
brightness converter [27,28]. The energy level of these pump diodes have been 
increasing very steeply in the past decades. Nowadays, single-emitter pump 
diodes can give ~50 W of output power while the multi-emitter bars can go up to 
~500 W. However, coupling such high power into a single-mode fiber core is 
impossible: output of these diodes can only be coupled into fibers with core 
diameters ranging from 105 µm to 600 µm depending on the power level. For a 
single-mode fiber, it is only possible to couple around 1 W. The only way to 
increase coupled power is to increase the core diameter. However, there is a 
practical limit for the core diameter if a single-mode laser operation is desired: a 
larger core requires a low NA between core and cladding and fabricating a 
preform with a NA below ~0.05 is quite challenging. Below this value, the fibers 
become very sensitive to the bending losses, and the splice losses also increase. 
These problems are overcome by using double-cladding optical fiber, that can be 
pumped by high-power multimode diode with poor beam quality. 
The ratio of the areas of inner cladding and core is an important parameter 
to take into account at the design stage of the double cladding fiber. This area 
ratio should not be too large, because otherwise the effective pump absorption 
length becomes large, and the pump intensity in the core is small, resulting in low 
excitation levels which can also compromise the power efficiency. Area ratios of 
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the order of 100–1000 are common [30]. Pump sources with improved brightness 
allow the use of fibers with a smaller area ratio, and thus also with a smaller 
length, which also reduces the impact of various types of nonlinearities. 
 
d) Attenuation losses 
When propagated along the fiber, the light is attenuated and propagation loss 
occurs. The reduction of intensity of the light beam (or signal) as it travels along 
the fiber is mainly caused by absorption and/or scattering phenomena, and they 
are usually expressed in dB/m units [1-3]. The origin of the attenuation losses 
can be divided into extrinsic and intrinsic. 
Intrinsic losses are material dependent and some of the energy from the 
propagating wave is converted to other forms of energy, for example, heat by 
generation of lattice vibration. These phenomena can occur both because of 
electronic transitions (in the UV region of the spectra) and vibrational resonances 
(due to the IR absorption)and their overtones (extending into the NIR region). 
Also the microscopic variation on the structure of the glass, in which the refractive 
index is different than the medium, can cause intrinsic losses by Rayleigh 
scattering. That loss is proportional to the inverse 4th power of the wavelength. It 
usually dominates the loss at visible and near-infrared wavelengths [31,32]. 
On the other hand, extrinsic losses are additional losses due to 
imperfections that could in principle be avoided. Extrinsic absorption losses can 
be caused by unwanted impurities. Among the most important source of 
impurities are the hydroxyl groups and transition metals that in the near infrared 
wavelength region [31,32]. These can be minimized by improving the method of 
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fabrication. Moreover, extrinsic scattering can be due small particles present 
inside the optical fiber. The result is that this local change acts like a small 
dielectric particle and scatters the propagating light in a different  direction. Also, 
rough and irregular surfaces or irregular core/cladding interface, can cause 
scattering of light rays in optical fiber [31,32]. 
 
e) Pulsed mode operation 
A laser can be classified as operating in either continuous or pulsed mode, 
depending on whether the power output is essentially continuous over time or 
whether its output takes the form of optical pulses. The pulsed laser can still be 
divided according to the pulses duration: short (generally nanoseconds) or 
ultashort pulsed (picoseconds or femtosecond) lasers. 
A common technique to obtain short pulses from fiber lasers is the Q-
switching technique [31,33]. The generation of a Q-switched pulsed laser can be 
described as a reduction of the quality factor or 'Q' of the cavity. The operation 
principles can be described as follows. The resonator losses are initially kept at a 
high level. As lasing cannot occur at that time, the energy fed into the gain 
medium by the pumping process can be stored in the active fiber. Then, the 
losses are suddenly reduced to a small value, so that the power of the laser 
radiation builds up very quickly in the laser resonator. The resulting pulse can 
extract much of the stored energy. The loss switching may be accomplished 
actively or passively.  
For active Q-switching, the losses are modulated with an active control 
element, typically either an acousto-optic or electro-optic modulator[33]. Here, the 
pulse is formed shortly after an electrical trigger signal arrives. In any case, the 
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achieved pulse energy and pulse duration depends on the energy stored in the 
gain medium, i.e. on the pump power and the pulse repetition rate. For passive 
Q-switching, the losses are automatically modulated with a saturable absorber 
[34,35]. In this case, the pulse is formed as soon as the energy stored in the gain 
medium (and thus the gain) has reached a sufficiently high level. In many cases, 
the pulse energy and duration are then fixed, and changes of the pump power 
only influence the pulse repetition rate. Typical applications of Q-switched lasers 
are material processing (e.g. cutting, drilling, laser marking), pumping of 
nonlinear frequency conversion devices, range finding, and remote sensing 
[36,37]. 
Ultrashort pulses, with durations measured in picoseconds or in 
femtoseconds, can be generated with mode-locked fiber lasers [32,38]. In this 
kind of technique, one or several ultrashort pulses circulate in the resonator, and 
each time such a pulse hits the output coupler, a pulse is emitted. Within each 
resonator round trip, a pulse is subject to various effects, but its parameters stay 
approximately unchanged after each round trip. In contrast to typical solid-state 
bulk lasers, ultrashort pulses in a fiber laser resonator experience strong 
dispersive and nonlinear effects in each round trip, because such effects are 
much stronger in a fiber than in a short crystal and in air. When very short pulses, 
high pulse energies, and high peak powers are wanted in particular, however, 
nonlinear and dispersive effects are often much stronger than desirable, and limit 
the achievable performance.Such mode-locked lasers find interesting application 
for researching processes occurring on extremely short time scales [39], for 
maximizing the effect of nonlinearity in optical materials (e.g. in second-harmonic 
generation) due to the large peak power [40], and in ablation applications [41]. 
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2.3Fiber Fabrication Process 
2.3.1 Preform Fabrication 
Standard optical fibers are obtained by assembling first a large-diameter 
preform, with a carefully controlled refractive index profile, which is then pulled to 
form the long, thin optical fiber. There are several methods to produce a preform, 
which can be divided in: processes via vapor deposition and processes via 
melting technique. 
 
a) Vapor Deposition 
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is the most common technique for 
silica preform manufacturing [33]. As shown in Fig. 2.6, gaseous solutions of 
silicon chloride (SiCl4), germanium chloride (GeCl4) and/or other chemicals are 
mixed and bubbled with oxygen. The precise mixture governs the various 
physical and optical properties (refractive index, coefficient of expansion, glass 
transition temperature, etc.) of the final preform. The gas vapors are then passed 
through a rotating silica glass tube or quartz tube (cladding) in a special lathe, 
which is heated up to ~1600 °C with a burner that c ontinuously moves back and 
forth.  
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Figure 2.6: Scheme of the chemical vapor deposition process [42] 
Here, SiCl4 is oxidized and form fine soot of silica, which coats the inner 
surface of the glass tube near the burner and is sintered into a clear glass layer. 
Other dopants can be included to the process for changing the index (Ge, P, B, 
F) and creating an active lasing medium (Rare-earths like Yb, Er, etc.). Finally, 
the tube is collapsed by heating it up to 2000 °C.  
Different techniques have been developed based on the CVD principle. 
Outside vapor deposition (OVD) is a process where the silica soot is deposited 
on the surface of some target rod (e.g. a glass mandrel), rather than inside of a 
tube as with CVD. Vapor phase axial deposition (VAD) is similar to OVD, but 
uses a modified geometry, where the deposition occurs at the end of the target 
rod so long performs can be made. Plasma chemical vapor deposition (PCVD) 
uses deposition inside a tube, similar to CVD. However, instead of a burner, 
microwaves are used for heating the deposition region. The deposition is slow, 
but very precise [33,43-45]. 
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b) Melting Process 
Various fabrication techniques are used to manufacture preforms via 
melting process. In the extrusion process, the core melt is pressed into the 
cladding melt. The core glass is above the cladding in a sleeve. Both are heated 
until the softening glass temperature and a pressure is applied. A cane with a 
core-clad structure is extruded as shown in Figure 2.7. The extruded cane is 
used as a core-clad preform [46]. 
 
Figure 2.7: Scheme of the extrusion process 
In the built-in-cast process, the cladding-glass is first quenched in a mold 
pre-heated at around the glass transition temperature and immediately turned 
over. Then, the core melt is cast inside the cylindrical hollow in the middle of the 
mold. This process has been specially developed for fluoride glass performs 
fabrication. In Figure 2.8 the 3 steps of the process [47] are shown. 
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Figure 2.8: Scheme of the built-in-cast process 
The rod-in-tube process is based on the individual preparation of the core 
and the cladding components. This technique consists in matching the core rod 
into the cladding tube (see Figure 2.9). The cladding tube can be obtained from 
glass rod drilled through its center [48] or directly from the melt by rotational 
casting [49]. 
 
Figure 2.9: Scheme of the rod-in-tube process 
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2.3.2Fiber Drawing Process 
The second stage of fiber production is to convert the glass preform into 
fiber using a drawing tower. The configuration and specification of the fiber-
drawing equipment (Fig. 2.10) depend on whether it is designed for industry or 
research, while the basic components are essentially the same. 
 
Figure 2.10: Scheme of a drawing tower [42] 
 
The major difference is that in commercial equipment, where hundreds of 
kilometers of fiber can be produce every day, the drawing speed can be in 
excess of 600 m/min. As the maximum drawing speed required increases, the 
height of the tower needs to be extended.  
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The fiber drawing process begins by feeding the glass preform into the 
drawing furnace. The rate of feeding is usually in the range of 0.1 to 10 mm/min. 
The furnace is resistively heated and continually purged with argon or nitrogen 
during the process to prevent the oxidation of the graphite element. The drawing 
furnace softens the end of the preform (known as ‘drop’) that is positioned 
directly below the hot-zone of furnace. The furnace temperature is then 
increased, and as the preform softens it tapers a neck-down region. The drop 
falls under gravity and is pulled downwards, by hand, before removing. Then, the 
fiber is attached to a motorized drum. During this process, pulling speed and 
preform feed rate are varied and adjusted to keep the fiber diameter constant by 
monitoring its value by a micrometer. The relative core-cladding dimensions are 
preserved in this process. In fact, the preform diameter and the fiber diameter are 
related to the feed speed and pulling speed by: 
   (2.5) 
where vp and vf are respectively the pulling speed and the preform feed, while df 
and dp are respectively the fiber diameter and the preform diameter. 
It is also customary to coat the fiber before winding it up. Typical coating 
materials are acrylate, silicone and polyimide. The function of the coating is to 
protect the fiber from abrasion and scratches and preserve its mechanical 
strength. 
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2.4 Phosphate Glasses 
The main part of this research work was dedicated to the investigation and 
development of phosphate glasses for fiber laser fabrication. In the first part 
(Section 2.4.1)of this section a general review of phosphate glasses with an 
emphasis on the structure is reports, while in the Section 2.4.2a review on the 
photonic application, in particular fiber laser application, of phosphate glasses is 
given. At the end (Section 2.5),a state of the art of Yb-doped phosphate glass 
fiber laser is given. 
 
Research works on phosphate glasses have been stimulated by the wide 
range of potential and commercial applications of these materials. From the ’50s 
phosphates glasses have found wide industrial use in the treatment of hard-
water, as dispersants in the production of clays and pigments [50]. With the 
advent of solid state lasers since the '60s, phosphate glasses doped with rare 
earths, have been widely used as high-power lasers [51]. As bioactive functional 
materials, phosphate-based glasses find various applications, such as hard and 
soft tissue engineering and as glasses for controlled release of drugs [52,53]. 
Polyphosphate glasses have also been found to be responsible for the good anti-
wear properties of phosphorus-based engine-oil additives [54]. The chemical 
stability and low processing temperatures make the amorphous iron-phosphates 
excellent materials for the storage of radioactive waste [55]. The properties that 
make phosphate glasses excellent candidates for many and different 
technological applications are strictly related to their structure at the molecular 
level.  
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2.4.1 Structure 
In the literature, there are several works regarding the structural study of 
the phosphates glass, such as those published by Van Wazer [50], Abe [56], 
Brow[57] and Martin[58]. The basic units that constitute the phosphates glass are 
the tetrahedra of phosphorus. These tetrahedra are the result of the formation of 
sp3 hybrid orbital from the outer electrons 3s23p3 of phosphorus. The fifth electron 
of P is promoted to a 3d orbital that forms a π-bonding molecular orbital with the 
electrons of the 2p orbital of oxygen. These tetrahedral are connected through 
bridging oxygen atoms (BO) to give different phosphate anions. The tetrahedral 
are then classified using the Qi terminology [57], where 'i' represents the number 
of tetrahedral linked to the unit (shown schematically in Figure 2.12): 
 
Figure 2.11: Phosphate tetrahedral sites that can exist in phosphate 
glasses [57] 
 
The system of phosphate glasses can also be described by the 
oxygen/phosphorus ratio, which determines the number of links between Q-
tetrahedral [57]. Considering the  ratio, phosphate glasses can be classified as 
follows: 
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• Ultraphosphate glasses (2.5≤  ≤3.0) 
• Metaphosphate glasses (  =3) 
•  Polyphosphate glasses (  >3) 
• Pyrophosphates glasses (  =3.5) 
• Orthophosphates glasses (  =4) 
 
Phosphate glasses can present a wide variety of structures: they range 
from Q3 tetrahedra (P2O5 vitreous) systems to meta-phosphates consisting of 
polymer chains of Q2 tetrahedra, consisting of glass or pyrophosphate anions 
(tetrahedral Q1) or orthophosphate anions (tetrahedral Q0). The amorphous form 
of phosphorus pentoxide is called vitreous P2O5 (v-P2O5). The  ratio in v-P2O5 is 
derived from the stoichiometry of the pure compound and it is equal to 2.5. The 
basic unit of the structure of the v-P2O5 is the Q3 tetrahedron, which has three 
covalent bonds via bridging oxygen atoms (BO) with the neighbours tetrahedral 
and a terminal shorter bond via non-bridging oxygen atoms (NBO). Pure 
phosphate glasses are not as popular as silicate glasses, because of their poor 
chemical stability and poor mechanical properties [59-61]. Their application is 
restricted to specific requirements, e.g. heat-absorbing glasses, HF-resistant 
glasses, glasses used to measure high-energy radiation. In spite of this, it has 
been observed that the structural strength and chemical durability of these 
glasses can be improved by adding appropriate components. Several patents 
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and papers described the different effect of the different components to the 
physical and chemical properties of phosphate glass [62-65]. In particular, metal 
oxides added to v-P2O5 can improve physical properties and chemical stability of 
the system. In more detail, alkali metal oxides R2O (R = Li, Na, K, Rb and Cs) 
can be added to the glass to increase the rare earth solubility [66]. When the 
amount of R2O is too low, the glass shows poor stability and will devitrify, 
whereas if the amount of R2O is too high, the glass will be hygroscopic [67]. 
Network intermediates R2O3 (R = B and/or Al) are also added in phosphate 
glasses to improve their chemical durability, the mechanical  properties and to 
decrease solubility in water. If the amount of R2O3 is too low the glass is water 
soluble, while if the amount of R2O3 is too high, there is an increase in the glass 
transition temperature and the crystallization temperature [68]. In particular, even 
a small addition of R2O3 can significantly improve the mechanical properties of 
the phosphate glass. This is due to the particular behavior of R3+ ions that can 
have both tetrahedral and trigonal coordination [68-70]. The presence of alkali-
earth oxides MO (M = Mg, Ca, Ba, Sr and Zn) in the glass prevents devitrification 
and improves the chemical durability [70]. When the amount of MO is too low the 
glass is hygroscopic and has poor chemical durability and poor optical quality; 
when the amount of MO is too high, the glass will devitrify [64]. 
Several analytical techniques, such as NMR [71], Raman and Infrared 
spectroscopy [72], time-of-flight secondary-ion mass spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS) 
[73], and XPS [74,75] have been used, over the years, for characterizing the 
structure of phosphate glasses and then relate the structure of glasses with their 
chemical, physical and mechanical properties. 
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2.4.2 Phosphate Laser Glasses 
The host glass in which rare-earth ions are incorporated has several 
important influences on the performance and practical use of an active glass. 
Factors and properties that must be taken into account in the choice of host glass 
are: the transparency range, which may exclude certain laser transitions, and the 
maximum concentration of the dopant ions that can be incorporated without 
causing clustering of the ions. Furthermore, the host glass influences the optical 
transitions of the rare earth ions: their wavelengths, emission and absorption 
cross sections, absorption and emission bandwidth etc [16,76]. In Table 2.2 the 
typical values of the main characteristics parameters of the common oxide glass-
systems used in the near infrared spectral range are reported.  
 
Table 2.2: Comparison of selected properties of common oxide host 
glasses [5,32,51,77] 
Glass property Silica Phosphate Tellurite 
Optical Transmission 
Window [µm] 0.2 ÷ 2.5 0.2 ÷ 4 04 ÷ 5 
Phonon Energy 
[cm-1] 1100 1200 800 
Glass Transition 
Temperature [°C] 1000 500 300 
Expansion Coefficient 
[10-6/°C] 0.5 10 12 ÷ 17 
Density 
[g/cm3] 2 2.5 5.5 
Refractive Index 
@ 1.55 µm 1.50 1.55 2 
RE solubility [ions/cm3] 1019 1021 1021 
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Among the glasses for laser applications in the NIR, the interest in 
phosphate-based laser glasses is increased in the last years. All the leading 
optical firms involved in the production of laser glass, Schott Glass, Kigre Inc. 
and Hoya Corp., are currently fabricating active elements from phosphate 
glasses [78-80]. Phosphate laser glass combines valuable chemical and physical 
properties that make it a unique and interesting material among conventional 
oxide glass hosts for rare earth ions. 
Many and different studies report the large number of attractive properties 
that make phosphate glasses suitable as laser media in the near infrared region 
[81-85]. Phosphate glasses are promising materials for laser application primarily 
because of their high rare-earth ion solubility, which does not cause quenching of 
laser emission [85]. In silica, for instance, the rare earth ion concentration can be 
increased up to ~1020 ions/cm3 before deleterious quenching effect occurs 
[87,88]. On the other hand, phosphate glasses enable extremely high doping 
level of rare-earth ions (up to 1021 ions/cm3 [89]) without displaying concentration 
quenching. This allows appropriately doped phosphate glasses to provide higher 
optical gain per unit length compared to other glasses. Moreover, the introduction 
of a quantity of RE ions higher by about 10 times compared to the maximum 
possible concentration in the silica fiber, allows reducing the length of the active 
fiber and to increase the threshold of various nonlinear effects in fiber. 
In 2000, Jiang et al. demonstrated with a 22 mm long phosphate glass 
fiber that heavily Er-doped phosphate glasses are excellent materials for 
compact fiber amplifiers [90]. Moreover, in literature it is reported a cm-long fiber 
lengths made of highly Er/Yb-doped phosphate glasses that produce up to 2 W of 
single frequency outputs [91]. Kalrsson et al. described the development of a 
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highly Er/Yb-doped phosphate glass round plate (Ø 8 x 1 mm) that produced 180 
mW of output power in passively Q-switched operation [89]. 
In addition, phosphate glasses offer a higher photo-darkening threshold 
than silica, that makes them suitable for the realization of high power, high 
brilliance laser sources. Lee et al. [92] showed that phosphate fibers can be 
doped with six times higher Yb3+ concentration than Al-doped silica fiber without 
degradation by photo-darkening effect. Further important feature that makes 
phosphates glass useful for high power laser applications is their low non-linear 
refractive index (~1.10-13 cm2/V2), nearly 3 times lower than silica [32]. While the 
high stimulated emission cross-sections values of the rare-earth ions in 
phosphate glasses allow a higher pumping efficiency [16]. 
The phonon energy of phosphate glass is another characteristic that 
makes them an interesting host for laser applications in the near infrared region. 
In fact, the value of the phonon energy of phosphate glasses (~1200 cm-1), 
compared to other host glasses, makes them almost insensitive to up-conversion 
phenomena [5]. Furthermore, phosphates glasses also have advantages from 
the point of view of “processability”. In fact, they generally possess lower 
characteristic temperatures: glass transition temperature (~300-500° C) and 
melting temperature (~900-1300° C), than most of th e silicate glasses [93,94]. 
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2.5 Yb-doped Phosphate glass fiber laser 
State of the Art 
After this general overview, the state of the art of phosphate glass fiber 
laser doped with ytterbium ions is reported below. 
The first Yb3+-doped phosphate glass fiber is reported by Kaneda et al. in 
2004 [95]. In this study, they have demonstrated a FBR laser at 1.06 µm with 
>200mW output power. A single-frequency laser with the linewidth of <3 kHz has 
been achieved from a phosphate glass fiber of only 1.5 cm length. 
Lee et al. [96], reported the first cladding-pumped phosphate glass fiber 
laser doped with 12% by weight of Yb2O3. The laser of the study was capable of 
emitting optical power of about 20W at wavelength of 1.07 µm, in front of a 
absorbed pump power equal to 60W at a wavelength of 940 nm. The system has 
an optical efficiency of about 25%. The use of phosphate glass has allowed a 
heavy concentration of active ions and thereby has allowed reducing the 
dimension of the active fiber (84.6 cm), without experiencing the typical clustering 
phenomena of silica fibers. Moreover, in this study two important aspects are 
highlighted. One relating the remarkable narrow emission peak, since the 
linewidth at half maximum (FWHM) is equal to 0.25 nm. The other characteristic 
is the high photodarkening threshold shown by phosphates glasses. 
The advantage of reducing the length of the active fiber thanks to the high 
doping possible for phosphates glasses is clearly shown by an article of 2006 
[97]. In fact, Bufetov et al. obtained an output power equal to 250 mW for 670 
mW of pump power, with 2.2 cm long phosphate glass fiber. The lasing efficiency 
with respect the absorbed pump power was 45% at 975 nm. 
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In literature, a study of ytterbium pulsed systems using phosphate glass 
fiber is reported by Leigh and co-workers [98]. In 2007, they demonstrated the 
laser emission in Q-switched mode of a 2 cm long phosphate glass fiber 
containing about 6% by weight of Yb2O3. Q-switching was obtained by using a 
piezoelectric to press the fiber and modulate the fiber birefringence, so the cavity 
is switched between high and low loss states. The system was able to work at 
frequencies of 700kHz with an average power of 31 mW compared with 185 mW 
of pump provided with a diode laser at a wavelength of 976nm. 
In a work of the 2008, Lee et al. reported the performance of a single-
mode, single frequency Yb-doped phosphate fiber amplifier [99]. In this work the 
laser performance of the phosphate fiber compared to [96], were also reported. 
Thanks to a careful implementation of the set up and the choice of a diode pump 
laser with a wavelength of emission greater (972 nm, where Yb3+ ions absorption 
is much stronger) than that previous work [96], it was possible to double the 
slope efficiency of 68-cm long active medium (52.7% of the launched power). 
Tests carried out to the computer also provide a good performance of the system 
for even more powers, but one of the main problems is to find a diode pump 
capable of delivering such radiation intensity. 
Lee et al. reported further studies on Yb-doped phosphate fiber amplifier 
and laser [100]. In 2009, they reported the first watt-level Yb3+-doped phosphate 
fiber master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA). With approximately 75-cm long 
double-cladding phosphate fiber, doped with 12% by weight of Yb2O3, Lee and 
co-worker have reached powers of the order of tens of watts (16W), with 
efficiency greater than 50%. In this work, power scaling to nearly 60 W in a 71-cm 
long Yb-doped phosphate double-cladding fiber was also demonstrated. 
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Moreover, the absence of phenomena of photodarkening or non-linear effects 
allows to simulate operations for powers in the order of hundreds of watts or even 
kW. Additional measurements of the attenuations (3 dB/m) showed that the 
losses were related mainly to the absorption process, due to the presence of 
impurities into the fiber, and less intense by scattering phenomena. 
An even greater increase in the concentration of ytterbium ions can lead to 
a further reduction of the size of the devices. An example is reported by Xu et al. 
[101], where the lasing effect was obtained with an active region of only 0.8 cm, 
heavily doped with about 15.2% by weight of Yb2O3, which has the highest 
Yb3+concentration reported in literature. 
With the same doping level of Yb2O3, Chen et al. [102] demonstrated a 
fundamentally mode-locked Yb-fiber laser with 3 GHz repetition rate and ~206 fs 
pulse duration. In this work, using 1 cm heavily Yb-doped phosphate glass fiber 
as the gain medium and a high-dispersion output coupler for dispersion 
compensation, the laser self-starts and produces up to 53 mW of average power. 
Mo and co-workers recently demonstrated a linearly polarized narrow-
linewidth single-frequency fiber laser at 1014 nm [103]. The fiber laser used in 
this work was based on a 0.5 cm long Yb3+-doped phosphate fiber, with the same 
doping level of [101]. The output power reported is 164 mW while the linewidth is 
less than 7 kHz. 
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Table 2.3: Summary of the state of the art of Yb-doped phosphate fiber 
lasers (in red the best values for Yb2O3 conc., cavity length, output power 
and slope efficiency are underlined)  
 
 [Yb2O3] cavity length  [cm] 
output power  
[W] 
slope efficiency  
% 
[95] - 1.5  0.20 31 
[96] 12 wt% 84.6  20  25 
[97] 1 x 1021 ions cm-3 2.2 0.25 60 
[98] 6 wt% 2 0.31 22 
[99] 12 wt% 68 25 52 
[100] 12 wt% 71.6 57 50 
[101] 15.6 wt% 0.8 0.40 72 
[102] 15.6 wt% 1 0.05 5 
[103] 15.6 wt% 0.5 0.164 22 
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Chapter 3 
Experimental Work 
 
3.1 Bulk Glass 
One of the main goals of this research work was to define and optimize 
new phosphate glass compositions to be used in the manufacture of optical fibers 
and fiber lasers. The aim was to obtain optical glasses with high purity and high 
homogeneity to allow the propagation of light beam with minimum optical losses. 
Moreover, these glasses had to show great stability against crystallization (Tx – 
Tg) to be drawn into optical fibers. In the following sections, the different 
processes and measurements used to prepare and characterize the glasses 
object of this work are presented and described. 
 
3.1.1 Sample preparation 
In phosphate glasses, the glass-former (P2O5) is very reactive and difficult 
to form a glass without the addiction of other components to the melts. If the 
amount of P2O5 is too high (>65mol%) there is a tendency toward crystallization 
and poor chemical durability. On the other hand, if the amount of P2O5 is too low 
(<40%mol), devitrification occurs thereby preventing formation of glass. 
Nevertheless, many constituents can be added to the composition to improve 
physical properties and chemical stability of the phosphate glass [1-4]. 
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During this work, multi-components phosphate based glasses were 
designed by selecting the type and the amount of each glass constituent. 
Specifically, alkali metal oxides (R2O, where R is Li) were added to the glass to 
lower process temperature; while alkali-earth oxides (MO, where M is Mg and/or 
Ba) were added to the glass to prevent devitrification and to improve the 
chemical durability; network intermediates (X2O3, where X is Al, B, La) were also 
added to improve the chemical durability and mechanical properties, and to 
decrease the solubility in water. Several phosphate glass compositions were 
prepared through melt-quenching technique and characterized. In Table 3.1 the 
different sets of phosphate glass-compositions fabricated during this research 
work are shown. For each glass sample, the amounts of raw materials required 
have been calculated as the mol% of each component of the glass and weighed 
to produce the reaction mixture. 
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Table 3.1: Sets of phosphate glass compositions studied; a Yb2O3 
added as wt% to the cast glass 
  
Glass 
Composition (mol%) 
  P2O5 Al2O3 Li2O BaO B2O3 La2O3 PbO MgO Yb2O3 
M
et
ho
d 
1 PAL 01 65 3 17 5 4 6 - - - 
PAL 02 65 3 18 4 4 6 - - - 
PAL 03 65 3 19 3 4 6 - - - 
PAL 04 65 3 20 2 4 6 - - - 
 
          
M
et
ho
d 
2 
PAL 05 65 3 9 5 4 7 7 - - 
PAL 06 65 3 14 4 4 7 5 - - 
PAL 07 65 8 20 3 4 - - 3 - 
Yb 01 65 3 9 5 4 3.5 7 - 3.5 
PAL 08 65 3 16 2 4 7 3 - - 
 
          
M
et
ho
d 
3 Yb 02 65 3 9 5 4 5.9 7  1.1 
PAL 09 65 3 14 4 4 7 5 - - 
PAL 10 65 8 20 3 4 - - 3 - 
 
          
M
et
ho
d 
4 Yb03 65 3 9 5 4 7 7 - (1.1)a 
PAL 11 65 3 9 5 4 7 7 - - 
PAL 12 65 8 20 3 4 - - 3 - 
 
Various tests were performed and glass candidates for fiber drawing 
process were selected upon their thermal and optical properties. Different optical 
fibers were drawn from the different sets of glasses. Throughout the course of 
this research work, it was still necessary to modify or adjust both the 
compositions and the methods of glass fabrication, in order to optimize the 
quality of the fibers. Overall four different methods were used in this research 
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work for glasses manufacturing are shown below: 
• Method 1 
The first set (PAL01, 02, 03 and 04 compositions) of multi-components 
phosphate based glass was prepared by mixing the following high purity 
(>99.99%) chemicals in powder form: P2O5, Al2O3, Li2CO3, H3BO3, BaCO3, La2O3. 
The chemicals were weighted within a glove box under dried air atmosphere and 
were fused twice in order to improve the homogeneity of the glass: the melting 
was carried out in alumina crucible. To reduce the contamination of atmospheric 
water, the whole process was carried out by blowing 3 l/min of a mixture of dry 
N2/O2into the furnace. As preliminary tests, small batches (30g) were first pre-
treated at 300°C for 1h in a chamber furnace ( Carbolite RHF 1800, Hope Valley, 
UK) and then melted for 2h in covered alumina crucible at 1500°C - 1600°C, 
depending on the composition. The molten glass was cast in a pre-heated brass 
plate to prevent cracks on the produced glass. Then the formed glass was 
annealed at 10°C below the glass transition tempera ture for 5 h to remove 
thermal stress. The glass sample was then cooled down slowly to room 
temperature. 
 
• Method 2 
For the second set (PAL05, 06, 07, 08 and Yb01 compositions) of multi-
component phosphate glasses the following chemicals in powder form and high 
purity (>99.99%) were weighted and mixed within a glovebox under dried air 
atmosphere: P2O5, Al2O3, Li2CO3, H3BO3, BaCO3, La2O3, PbO, MgO and Yb2O3. 
Also this set of glasses underwent a melting process in alumina crucible. To 
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minimize water content, the process was carried out by blowing 3 l/min of a 
mixture of N2/O2into the furnace. Batches of 30gwere melted in ‘bottom loading’ 
furnace (Proba) in covered alumina crucible at 1400°C for 1h. The  molten glass 
was cast in a pre-heated brass plate and then annealed at 10°C below the glass 
transition temperature for 5 h. The glass sample was then cooled down slowly to 
room temperature. 
 
• Method 3 
A third set of glasses (Yb02, PAL09 and PAL10 compositions) was 
prepared by mixing the following high purity (>99.99%) chemicals in powder form: 
NH4H2PO4, Al2O3, Li2CO3, H3BO3, BaCO3, La2O3, PbO, MgO and Yb2O3.In this 
set of glasses, the glass-former phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5) was replaced by 
ammonium di-hydrogen phosphate (NH4H2PO4). During heating, the reagent 
NH4H2PO4 is thermally decomposed in phosphorus pentoxide, water and 
ammonia. For this reason the precursor (NH4H2PO4) alone was pre-heated at 
250°C for 2h while blowing 5 l/min of N 2 into the furnace. Then the remaining 
chemicals, weighted within a glove box under dried air atmosphere, were add to 
the batch. Batches of 40g were melted in ‘bottom loading’ furnace (Proba) in 
covered alumina crucible at 1400°C for 1h. To reduc e the contamination of water 
present in air, all the process was carried out by blowing 3 l/min of a mixture of 
dry N2/O2 into the furnace. The molten glass was cast in a pre-heated brass plate 
and then annealed at 10 °C below the glass transition temperature for 5 h. The 
glass sample was then cooled down slowly to room temperature. 
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• Method 4 
A single batch for both core and first cladding glasses were prepared.The 
following chemicals in powder form of high purity (>99.99%) were weighted and 
mixed within a glove box under dried air atmosphere: P2O5, Al2O3, Li2CO3, H3BO3, 
BaCO3, La2O3, PbO, MgO and Yb2O3. The chemicals of the cladding glass 
composition were weighed within a glove box in an amount double (80 g) than 
the third fabrication method. This batch was melted in ‘bottom loading’ furnace 
(Proba) in covered alumina crucible at 1400 °C for 30 min. The glass mass 
obtained was then divided into two parts of equal mass: one for the core glass, 
the other for the cladding glass. The desired amount of Yb2O3 was added to the 
grinded glass part destined to the core.The core glass was melted again at 
1350°C in order to homogenize the glass and to inco rporate the ytterbium oxide. 
Also for this method, to reduce the contamination of water present in air, the 
process was carried out by blowing 3 l/min of a mixture of N2/O2 into the furnace. 
For each casting, the molten glass was cast in a pre-heated brass plate. Then 
the formed glass was annealed at 10°C below the gla ss transition temperature 
for 5 h to remove any thermal stress into a square brass mould. The glass 
sample was then cooled down slowly to room temperature. 
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3.2 Glass characterization 
 
3.2.1 Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA)and Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry (DSC) 
 
Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) and Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
(DSC) techniques have been used in this study to determine the characteristic 
temperatures (glass transition temperature, Tg, onset of crystallization, Tx) of the 
prepared samples. From these information the Tx–Tg gap can be calculated, 
which is a estimate of glass stability, and an important consideration for fibre-
drawing process, since the width of this temperature range is proportional to the 
stability of the glass against crystallisation. 
In our study, the differential thermal analysis was performed using a 
commercial DTA 404PC apparatus from Netzsch GmbH. The test provides two 
cells placed in a heating chamber. In a cell there is the sample to be tested, while 
in the other there is the reference (Al2O3). During DTA test, any difference in 
temperature between the sample and a reference is recorded. About 35 mg of 
finely ground glass samples was used for each measurement. The analyses 
were performed up to 1400°C with a heating rate of 10°C/min. In Figure 3.1 an 
example of a thermogram obtained for a glass is shown. The glass transition 
temperature (Tg) and the crystallization temperature (Tx) of the prepared samples 
were measured by differential thermal analysis (DTA) calorimeter. 
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Figure 3.1: DTA thermogram: glass transition temperature, Tg; 
crystallization temperature, Tx; fusion temperature, Tf 
 
The glass transition temperature (Tg) and the crystallization temperature 
(Tx) of the prepared samples were measured as follow. The glass transition is an 
endothermic process. The glass transition temperature wasextrapolated fromthe 
inflection point of the endothermic peak by taking the first derivative of the curve. 
Crystallizationis an exothermic process and crystallization temperature was taken 
at the inflection point of the exothermic peak (by taking the first derivate of the 
curve) as illustrated in Figure3.1. The accuracy of the measurements was 
estimated to be ± 3°C. 
The DSC equipment used in this study was a DSC7 Perkin Elmer 
calorimeter with a water recirculating chiller and an argon gas flow. The 
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instrument has separate furnaces for sample and reference, each with a 
thermocouple Glass samples of around 20 mg were sealed in aluminum pans 
using a pan press. As reference an empty aluminum crucible was used. The 
analyses were performed up to 600°C with a heating rate of 10°C/min. For each 
DSC experiment, a baseline run taken with the same ramp program using empty 
pans was subtracted. From the DSC thermogram, the characteristic temperatures 
of the prepared samples were measured in the same way as in the case of DTA 
thermogram. 
 
3.2.2 Density 
Density is defined as the mass of the substance per unit of volume 
[g/cm3]. The density of the prepared glasses was measured at room temperature 
by the Archimedes’ method using distilled water as immersion liquid; three 
independent measurements were carried out for each sample. 
In the Archimede’s method the sample is first weighted in air and then 
when immersed in distilled water. From these to weightings, density is calculated 
as follow: 
 
  (3.1) 
 
where Wliq is the weight of the sample in distilled water; Wair is the weight of the 
sample in air and FArc is the Archimedes’ force. The Equation 3.1 can be re-
written as follow: 
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  (3.2) 
 
with V = Wair / ρsample 
Hence: 
 
  (3.3) 
 
The accuracy of the measurements was estimated to be ± 0.01 g/cm3. 
 
3.2.3 Refractive Index 
While for the thermal analysis it was sufficient to mill a few milligrams of 
glass from the sample, for the optical characterizations, especially for the 
refractive index measurements, it was necessary to polish the samples to obtain 
an excellent surface quality. Once extracted from the mould, each bulk glass 
sample was cut into one or more square samples (20mmx20mm) through 
precision saw with circular diamond coated blade. Each specimen was lapped 
and polished with a Logitech PM5 machine. The lapping was carried out on a 
cast iron rotating plate with a suspension of 9 µm size alumina powder in water or 
ethanol (99.99%). Then, polishing using a polyurethane plate with 1 µm size 
diamond paste in water followed. 
The refractive index measurements were carried out using the prism 
coupling method, with the instrument Metricon2010/M capable of measuring the 
index at five different wavelengths: 633, 825, 1061, 1312 and 1533nm [5]. 
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Refractive indices are determined from the measurement of the angle incident to 
the prism at which total reflection on the prism base breaks (Figure 3.3). 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3:Schematic illustration of prism coupling method: measurement 
and calculation of the refractive index [5] 
 
Laser light directed onto the base of the prism will be totally reflected at 
the prism base until the angle of incidence Θ becomes less than the critical angle 
Θc: 
 
  (3.4) 
 
where n is the refractive index of the sample and np is the refractive index of the 
prism. Θc is easily measured since the detector intensity drops abruptly as Θ 
drops below the critical angle (see Figure3.3) and light starts to leak into the bulk 
material. Since np is known, n (the refractive index of the sample) can then be 
determined from Equation 3.4.The accuracy of the measurements was estimated 
to be ± 10-3. 
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3.2.4 UV-Vis spectroscopy 
In this research work, the UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra of the samples 
were measured with a dual beam Varian Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR 
spectrophotometer at different scan rates in the 200- 3000 nm region. In the 
experimental set-up, the beam was focused onto the sample, with the light 
incident on the sample at normal angle. The sample was optically polished and 
thoroughly cleaned before any measurement (see Section 3.2.3). In this 
arrangement, the amount of light transmitted is compared with the source beam 
and the amount of light absorbed is calculated as a function of the wavelength of 
the beam to obtain the spectra. In the case of rare-earth ion doped glasses, the 
spectra were used to calculate the absorption cross-section (σass) of the Yb3+ 
ions. The absorption cross-section is defined as follow: 
 
  (3.5) 
where α(λ) is the absorption coefficient measured at the wavelength λ; N is the 
ions density of the active ion expressed as [ions/cm3]. α(λ) is obtained from the 
absorbance A and transmittance T: 
 
  (3.6) 
  (3.7) 
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  (3.8) 
where L is the thickness of the sample. 
The absorption coefficient is quickly obtained with appropriate 
substitutions: 
 
  (3.9) 
The thickness L of the samples was measured with caliber, while the ions 
density N was calculated by: 
 
  (3.10) 
where wt%Yb2O3 is the weight percentage of Yb2O3; MWYb2O3 is the molecular 
weight of Yb2O3; NA is the Avogadro’s number; ρ is the density of the glass 
expressed as [g/cm3]. 
 
3.2.5 Life-Time measurements 
The values of lifetime are calculated analytically from measurements of 
fluorescence. For these measurements a diode laser with an emission at a 
wavelength centered at 915 nm has been used as a pump (OclaroBMU8-915-01-
R). The output power of the laser was modulated with an external generator of 
square wave, working in synchrony with the laser, generating pulses, and with 
the oscilloscope, providing the reference signal. The emission intensity of the 
sample was then recorded as a function of time. The detector used was Thorlabs 
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PDA 10CS-EC. Since the detector operates in a wide range of wavelengths, in 
which also falls to pump, was preceded by a filter (ThorlabsFEL950) to eliminate 
the wavelengths below 950 nm. The experimental data were fitted by an 
exponential fit: exp(t/τ). 
 
3.3 Fiber fabrication 
After the complete characterization of the glass samples, specific glass 
compositions were selected to fabricate the optical fiber from performs drawing. 
The phosphate glass performs were fabricated by rod-in-tube method. In the 
following section, an overview of the preforms and fiber fabrication processes 
involved in this work is described. 
 
3.3.1 Preform Fabrication Process and Fiber Drawing Process 
A key fabrication step to assure a good quality of the resulting fiber is 
preform fabrication. The phosphate glass preforms used for the following fiber 
drawing of this study were produced using the rod-in-tube technique. In particular, 
the rotational casting process was used in this study to fabricate the cladding 
tubes of phosphate glass. 
Two glass samples previously molten inside alumina crucibles were in 
general required to prepare one preform tube. This second melting step was 
carried out in a platinum crucible, which could be easily cleaned and re-used. 
The rod-in-tube technique is based on individual preparation of core and 
cladding compositions. This technique is schematically shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5: Scheme of the rod-in-tube preform fabrication process 
 
 
Core rod 
The first step of preform fabrication was to manufacture the core glass 
rod. The glass selected for the core composition was weighed (60g) melted and 
then poured into a cylindrical pre-heated brass mould with 11 cm of internal 
diameter. The mould with the core rod was placed into an annealing furnace for 
48 h. Casting temperature, mould pre-heating temperature and glass annealing 
temperature were evaluated and optimized for the different core glass 
compositions, in order to obtain rods free of cracks and bubbles. After the 
annealing process, the core rod was carefully polished with SiC papers (Presi, 
France) of different grits: 100,120, 320, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 2400 mesh. The 
polishing process was then completed with diamond paste of 1 µm in order to 
obtain excellent surface quality.Ethanol (99.99%) was used as lubricant coolant 
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during the polishing process. In Figure 3.4 an example of a core rod after the 
polishing process is shown. 
 
Figure 3.5: Photograph of a core rod after polishing 
 
Cladding tubes 
The cladding tubes used in this work were produced by rotational casting 
technique. In-house built-up rotational casting apparatus was used to fabricate 
the cladding tubes. A part of this research work has been devoted to the design 
and the optimization of a new rotational casting equipment (Figure 3.6 and 3.7). 
Design of the individual parts were done using Autocad 3D. 
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Figure 3.6: Scheme of the rotational casting equipment designed for the 
cladding tubes fabrication 
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Figure 3.7: Rotational casting equipment used for the cladding tubes 
fabrication 
 
The selected cladding glass composition (60g) was melted and then cast 
into a cylindrical mould. The equipment was then quickly rotated horizontally and 
the mould was spun for few second. Finally, the mould with the cladding tube was 
placed into the annealing furnace for 48 h. After the annealing process, as for the 
core rods, the cladding tubes were carefully polished with SiC papers of different 
grits from 100 down to 4000 mesh, in order to obtain optical quality surface finish. 
In Figure 3.8 is shown an example of a cladding tube obtained by rotational 
casting. 
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Figure 3.8: Photograph of a cladding tube after polishing 
 
The parameters of the rotational casting process (rotation speed and time, 
casting temperature and mould temperature) were evaluated and optimized 
through a series of repeated experiments for the different cladding glass 
compositions in order to obtain cladding tubes with controlled and reproducible 
internal diameter. 
For the single cladding fibers, the core rod was then stretched in the 
drawing tower to fit the internal diameter of the cladding tube. An additional stage 
was required for the fabrication of the preform for double-cladding fibers. After 
introducing the stretched core rod within the first cladding tube, the core/first clad 
structure was then stretched in the drawing tower to fit the second cladding tube. 
In the fiber drawing process, the preforms were heated in a in-house 
developed drawing tower through a vertical cylindrical induction furnace using a 
graphite susceptor (see Figure 3.9).  
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Figure 3.9: Scheme of the drawing tower used for the fiber fabrication 
process 
The furnace is heated by induction and is continually purged with nitrogen 
during operation to prevent the graphite elements from oxidizing. Glass preforms 
were lowered into the hot-zone of the furnace and held there until the glass 
softened and necked down. The dropped glass fell under gravity and the fiber 
was pulled manually onto the drum and attached with tape. The preform was then 
fed, and the drum rotated until most of the preform had been used. The preform 
feed rate and the drum speed were tuned in order to match the targeted fiber 
diameter. The fiber diameter was continuously monitored during drawing the 
process. The morphology of the fiber was then measured by using a Nikon 
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Eclipse 50i optical microscope in order to assess the correct dimensions, 
geometry and relative positions of core and claddings together with the quality of 
the core/clad and 1st/2nd clad interfaces. The near field image of the fiber output 
beam was collected on a Grundig electronic SN76 IR videocamera. 
 
3.4 Fiber Performances 
In the following section an overview of the fiber characterization and laser 
demonstration achieved in this work is given. All experimental details and results 
are given and discussed in Chapter 4. 
 
3.4.1 Optical loss measurement – Cut-Back method 
Fiber optical loss measurements were performed using cut-back method 
as shown in Figure 3.10. 
 
 
Figure 3.10: Set-up used for the attenuation losses measurements 
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The loss over a length of fiber, L1 (typically 2-3 m) was measured. The 
fiber was then cut-back a number of times (e.g. in 20 cm segments, L2, L3) and 
the output power, P, measured each time. The attenuation value was calculated 
through a linear least square fitting of the experimental data. 
 
3.4.2 Laser Performance 
Within the research group, laser emission of the active fibers fabricated in 
this work was demonstrated by Dr. Joris Lousteau and Mr. Gerardo C. 
Scarpignato. In Figure 3.11, the experimental set up is shown.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.11: Scheme of the experimental set-up for laser emission 
demonstration 
 
The main components used for the experimental setup are the laser diode 
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pump at a wavelength of 976 nm, the wavelength division multiplexing combiner 
(operating at 980/1060 nm); the HR mirror, the Optical Spectrum Analyzer and 
the computer with GPIB interface. In order to form the cavity the active PAL-fibers 
were carefully attached to an aluminium separator while taking care to maintain 
the fiber parallel to the groove in the fiber holder. Afterwards, the separator was 
fixed by tightening the corresponding screw. To adjust the HR mirror with the 
active fiber, the first one was finely moved until both components were in contact, 
fact that was confirmed by observing that both components began to displace 
together. The mirror was not fixed. Once the resonance cavity was conformed, 
the WDM output fiber end was butt-coupled to it. A preliminary alignment was 
carried out using a 3-axis micropositioner and a microscope located above the 
component assembly. The optimal position was achieved by maximazing the 
output power peak present in the OSA spectrum. The pump laser current (iL) was 
varied in order to characterize the Yb-doped fiber output power in relation to the 
pump laser power (PL), and as a consequence, the launched pump power (Pp) 
entering into the fiber. 
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Chapter 4 
Fiber Fabrication  
In this chapter are reported and discussed the results on the different 
fabrication methods of the phosphate glasses prepared and characterized within 
this research work. The resulting fibers are also described, focusing on the 
fabrication method of preforms and subsequent fiber drawing process. A step by 
step study and analysis of the different problems, optimization on the material 
and/or on the process were carried out in order to improve the quality of the 
fabricated glasses and therefore the performance of manufactured fibers.  
The chapter is divided into 5 sections. The first section (4.1) concerns the 
description of the single cladding fiber obtained from a first set of phosphate 
glasses, with the purpose studying the behavior of the prepared glasses and the 
feasibility of the process. The second section (4.2) covers a study of the 
feasibility of a double cladding fiber, based on the optimization of the glasses 
previously studied. In the third section (4.3) the fabrication of a first active double 
cladding fiber is reported, based on a core glass doped with Yb2O3. In the third 
session is also reported a single cladding fiber obtained by the same doped 
glasses, manufactured as a test in order to study and understand the 
performance of the fabricated materials and the fibers. The fourth paragraph (4.4) 
reports a second active double cladding fiber doped with different amount of 
Yb2O3, obtained from the glasses manufactured with a new method and different 
precursors, with the aim to improve the quality and the reproducibility of the 
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glasses in terms of refractive index variations. The fifth (4.5) section reports the 
fabrication of a double cladding fiber with a low numerical aperture of the core, 
obtained from glasses produced with a manufacturing method designed to have 
a complete control between the difference of refractive index between the core 
and the first cladding. 
 
4.1 Single Cladding Passive Fiber  
(PALSC-01) 
a) Glass fabrication and characterization 
Four different glasses (PAL 01, 02, 03, 04) were studied for the first fiber 
drawn in this work. The samples were named as “PAL” after the initial of the main 
constituents: PAL01, for the core; PAL02 to PAL04 as candidates for the cladding 
glass. The glasses were fabricated with Method 1 (section 3.1.1 of the Chapter 
3). The reagents (30g), weighed in a glove box, have been fused in alumina 
crucibles. The temperature schedule has been set as follows:  
 
Initial Temperature [°C]  Final Temperature [°C]  Dwell Time [min] 
20 300 60 
300 1400 60 
1400 1600 60 
1600 1400 60 
 
For all ramps was used a rate of 15° C/min. The mel ting process was 
carried out by blowing 3 l/min of a mixture of dry N2/O2 into the furnace. The melt 
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was then cast in a brass plate pre-heated at a temperature of 400° C. The so-
obtained glass was annealed at 460°C for 5h to remo ve any thermal stress. The 
glass sample was then cooled down slowly at room temperature. Clear and 
homogenous glasses were cast and characterized for all compositions. 
In order to obtain the desired refractive index contrast between the core 
and the cladding, the amount of Li2O was gradually increased (in substitution of 
BaO) moving from PAL01 to PAL04. This change was justified by the different 
atomic weights and polarizabilities of the Li2+ and Ba+ ions. In detail, the 
polarizability and the mass of the Li2+ ion are lower than the corresponding 
polarizability and mass of the Ba+ ion. Therefore, when BaO is replaced by Li2O, 
the lower atomic weight of the metal causes a decrease in the electronic density 
and polarizability of the glasses and thus a decrease in the refractive index (see 
Table 4.1) as predicted by the Lorenz-Lorenz equation [1]. The decrease of the 
measured refractive index moving from sample PAL01 to PAL04 is clearly evident 
in Figure 4.1. 
 
Table 4.1: Refractive index values for the PAL01, PAL02, PAL03 and PAL04 
samples measured at different wavelength (accuracy of the measurements 
was estimated to be ± 10-3) 
 
Sample 633 nm 825 nm 1016 nm 1316 nm 1533 nm 
PAL01 1.558 1.552 1.549 1.547 1.544 
PAL02 1.552 1.548 1.545 1.542 1.538 
PAL03 1.550 1.545 1.543 1.540 1.537 
PAL04 1.548 1.542 1.539 1.537 1.534 
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 Figure 4.1 - Plot of refractive index values of PAL01, PAL02, PAL03 and 
PAL04 glasses at different wavelenght 
 
The values of the numerical apertures (NA) calculated on the basis of the 
refractive indices measured at the wavelength of 1016 nm are shown in Table 
4.2. The NA values range from 0.11 to 0.17 for the different glass pairs. 
 
Table 4.2: Numerical Aperture values for the PAL01-02, PAL01-03, PAL01-04 pairs 
calculated at 1016 nm  
 
Sample NA 
PAL01-02 0.11 
PAL01-03 0.14 
PAL01-04 0.17 
 
Table 4.3 shows the glass transition temperature (Tg), the onset of 
crystallization (Tx) and the corresponding glass stability parameter (∆T = Tx-Tg) of 
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the fabricated glasses. A random error of ±3 °C was  observed in measuring these 
temperatures. All the fabricated glasses fabricated show great stability against 
crystallization. The glass stability parameter was found to be higher than 200° C 
for all samples. The transition temperature of PAL-glass systems increases with 
BaO content and, consequently decreases with increasing the amount of Li2O.: 
this trend is likely related to the increase inside the glass of non-bridging oxygen 
sites (NBO). The increase of the molar concentration of (Li2O) creates a weaker 
structure of the phosphate glass because, network modifiers act as non-bridging 
oxygen formers. On the other hand, the observed great stability (∆T) is mainly 
due to the high concentration of network intermediates (B2O3, Al2O3 and La2O3) 
that reinforce the structure and raise the crystallization temperature [2]. 
 
Table 4.3: Glass transition temperature (Tg), onset of crystallization (Tx) and 
glass stability (∆T) for the PAL01, PAL02, PAL03 and PAL04 sample  
 
Sample Tg [°C] ±3 Tx [°C] ±3 ∆T [°C] ±6 
PAL01 477 690 213 
PAL02 475 701 226 
PAL03 473 674 201 
PAL04 468 675 207 
 
b) Preform fabrication 
After this preliminary study on the material, the following activity was 
focussed on the study of the preform fabrication process. From the results of the 
thermal and optical properties, the compositions selected for the fabrication of the 
preform were: PAL01 for the core and PAL04 for the cladding. The first step for the 
preform fabrication was to manufacture the core rod. The parameters of the 
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process were studied and optimized for the selected composition in order to 
obtain a rod free of bubble and cracks. PAL01 glass selected for the core was 
melted and poured into a pre-heated brass mold to produce a 10 cm long rod 
with a diameter of 1 cm. After 48 h annealing at 460°C, the rod core was carefully 
polished to an optical quality with SiC paper of different grits (from 100 down to 
4000).  
In-house built-up equipment was used to fabricate the cladding tube by 
rotational casting technique (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1). Numerous trials of 
tubes were carried out in order to optimize the rotational casting process. The 
performed tests were intended to control the parameters such as mould 
temperature, glass quenching temperature, rotational speed, etc. to process a 
tube without defects along the length of the preform:  
- Mold temperature too high, the cast glass of the cladding tube can 
get stuck to the walls of the mold, via thermal reaction. On the 
other hand, if the temperature of the mould is too low, the cast 
glass cracks, via thermal shock. 
- Casting temperature, if too high, the cast glass sticks to the mould 
and easily cracks. While, if the casting temperature is too low the 
cast tube diameter will not be constant along the entire length, and 
in some cases the tube will not be obtained in the desired 
extension. 
- Rotational speed affects primarily the dimension and the 
homogeneity of the internal diameter of the tubes.it was necessary 
to study and adapt them to each other. 
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The variables of the process were hence evaluated and optimized for the 
selected composition (PAL04) in order to obtain glass cladding tubes with 
controlled and reproducible internal diameter.  
After annealing at 460°C for 48 h, the outer surfac e of the cladding tube 
was polished with SiC paper of different grits (from 100 down to 4000). In the 
meantime the core rod was then stretched on the drawing tower to reduce its 
diameter, in order to fit into the cladding tube. 
c) Fiber drawing and characterization 
The preform was heated in an in-house developed drawing tower by using 
a RF induction heating system (SAET, Torino, Italy). A temperature between Tg 
and Tx is necessary to draw the fiber through a cylindrical ring graphite susceptor. 
The fiber diameter was monitored during the drawing. Typical values of the 
drawing process were: a drawing temperature around 600° C, and a drawing 
speed of 3 m/min. More than 200 m of single cladding phosphate fiber, named 
PAL-SC01, were drawn with a constant external diameter of (125±1) µm and a 
core diameter of (40±1) µm. Through the calculation of the V number is evident 
that the fiber is highly multimode (see Chapter 2, Section 2.1). In fact, for the 
values of refractive indexes and core size of the PALSC-01 fiber, the V-number at 
1016 nm is equal to: 41. 
During the drawing process, a series of scattering centers were evident 
along the drawn fiber, probably due to an initial process of crystallization. An 
optical micrograph of the fabricated optical fiber cross-section is shown in Fig. 
4.2(a) where the circular and concentric core is evident. The step-index between 
the core and the cladding is also evident by the brighter coloration of the 
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centered core compared to the cladding. Using a single mode fiber pigtailed laser 
at the wavelength of 1310 nm, the near field image of the fiber output beam was 
collected by an IR video-camera reported in Figure 4.2(b).  
 
 (a)      (b) 
 
Figure 4.2 - Photograph of the produced PALSC-01 phosphate optical fiber 
taken by optical microscope (a) and image of the near field (b) of the optical 
fiber taken by launching light at the wavelength of 1310 nm 
 
Cut-back loss measurements were performed on the PALSC-01 fiber (see 
Chapter 3, Section 3.4.1). The initial length of the section of the fiber analyzed 
was 2 m. The attenuation value was calculated through a linear least square 
fitting of the experimental data as reported in Figure 4.3. The attenuation loss at 
1300 nm was measured to be 7.30 dB/m. This values is relatively high when 
compared to the values reported in literature for the phosphate fibers (3 dB/m) 
[3]. 
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Figure 4.3 - Attenuation losses of the PALSC-01 phosphate optical fiber at 
1300 nm 
 
The high attenuation loss value of the PALSC-01 fiber is mainly due to 
scattering effects and is related with the small crystallized particles created during 
the drawing process. The origin of the crystals was explained with the high 
temperatures (1600° C for 1h) used during the fabri cating process of the 
performs: the high temperature caused the incorporation of impurities from the 
crucibles, such as alumina particles which acted as nucleation centres thus 
promoting crystallization processes during fiber drawing. As solution, the 
reduction of the melting time and temperature was decided for future glass 
samples. 
Starting from the test study on the materials and the process to produce the 
PALSC-01 fiber, the attention was then focussed on the design and optimization 
of the glasses for the fabrication of the double cladding fiber configuration. 
 
Experimental Data 
Linear Fit 
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4.2 Double Cladding Passive Fiber 
(PALDC-01) 
a) Glass fabrication and characterization 
Starting from the previous PAL-compositions, three phosphate glass 
compositions were designed and studied for the fabrication of the double-
cladding fiber. The samples were named as: PAL05, for the core glass; PAL06 as 
candidates for the first cladding; and PAL07 as candidate for the second cladding 
glass. The glasses for the fabrication of the phosphate double-cladding fiber were 
produced by using Method 2 (see Chapter 3, Section 3.1.1,). The reagents (30g), 
weighed in a glove box, have been fused in alumina crucible. The temperature 
schedule has been set as follows:  
 
Initial Temperature [°C]  Final Temperature [°C]  Dwell Time [min] 
20 300 60 
300 1350 45 
1350 1500 60 
 
 
For all ramps was used a rate of 15° C/min and all melting were carried out 
by blowing 3 l/min of a mixture of dry N2/O2 into the furnace. The glass melt was 
then cast in a pre-heated brass plate at a temperature of 400°C. The formed 
glass was annealed at 470°C for 5h to remove any th ermal stress. The glass 
sample was then cooled down slowly at room temperature. 
In order to maintain an adequate numerical aperture between the core and 
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the first cladding and between the first and the second cladding (NA>0.40), while 
preserving similar thermo-mechanical properties, the addition of PbO was 
necessary into the core (PAL05) and first cladding compositions (PAL06) in 
different amounts. On the other hand, to decrease the refractive index value, the 
second cladding composition (PAL07) was modified by adding MgO, while BaO 
and La2O3 were completely removed. These changes in the compositions were 
reflected in a substantial variation of the indices of refraction compared to the 
glasses previously studied (PAL01-PAL04). In Table 4.4 the refractive index values 
of the prepared samples are shown. The introduction of the heavy and highly 
polarizable PbO in the core (PAL05) and the first cladding (PAL06) glasses 
resulted in an increase in the refractive index values. The absence of BaO and 
La2O3, replaced by different amounts of Li2O, Al2O3 and MgO, in the second 
cladding glass (PAL07) caused a significant decrease of refractive index to 1.505 
measured at wavelength of 1533 nm. 
Table 4.4: Refractive index values for the PAL05, PAL06, and PAL07 samples 
measured at different wavelength (accuracy of the measurements was 
estimated to be ± 10-3) 
Sample 633 nm 825 nm 1016 nm 1312 nm 1533 nm 
PAL05 1.583 1.577 1.573 1.570 1.567 
PAL06 1.580 1.573 1.569 1.565 1.563 
PAL07 1.526 1.520 1.516 1.513 1.510 
 
The values of numerical aperture (NA) calculated on the basis of the 
refractive indices measured at 1016 nm are reported in table 4.5.   
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Table 4.5: Numerical Aperture values for the PAL05-06 and PAL06-07 pairs 
calculated at 1016 nm  
Sample NA 
PAL05-06 0.12 
PAL06-07 0.40 
 
Table 4.6 shows the glass transition temperature (Tg), the onset of 
crystallization (Tx) and the glass stability (∆T = Tx-Tg) of the produced glasses. 
For all three samples, more than 190° C of differen ce between the Tx and Tg were 
found. 
 
Table 4.6: glass transition temperature (Tg), onset of crystallization (Tx) and 
glass stability (∆T) for the PAL05, PAL06 and PAL07 sample 
 
Sample Tg [°C] ±3 Tx [°C] ±3 ∆T [°C] ±6 
PAL05 490 705 215 
PAL06 485 675 190 
PAL07 479 669 190 
 
b) Preform fabrication 
The first step for the preform fabrication was to manufacture the core rod. 
The glass selected for the core (PAL07) was melted and then poured into a pre-
heated brass mold to produce a 10 cm long rod with a diameter of 1 cm. The core 
rod was then placed inside the annealing furnace for 48 h at 470°C. The core rod 
was carefully polished with SiC paper of different grits (from 100 down to 4000). 
The cladding tubes were fabricated by rotational casting technique (see Chapter 
3, Section 3.3.1). Different tests were performed in order to optimized the 
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rotational casting parameters for the different compositions: PAL06 and PAL07. The 
variables of the process (rotation speed and time, casting temperature and mold 
temperature) were consequently evaluated and optimized in order to obtain glass 
cladding tubes with controlled and reproducible internal diameter.  
After annealing at 470°C for 48 h, the outer surfac e of the cladding tube 
was polished with SiC paper of different grits (from 100 down to 4000). In the 
meantime, the core rod was then stretched on the drawing tower to reduce its 
diameter, to fit into the first cladding tube. After this first stretching, the core/first 
cladding structure was stretched to reduce its diameter and so it was introduced 
into the second cladding tube. 
 
c) Fiber drawing and characterization 
The preform was heated in drawing tower by using the induction heating 
system to reach a temperature between Tg and Tx to draw the fiber through a 
cylindrical ring graphite susceptor. The fiber diameter was monitored upon 
drawing. Characteristic parameters of the drawing process were: drawing 
temperature  around 600° C, and drawing speed of 3 m/min.  
More than 200 m of double cladding phosphate fiber, PAL-DC01, were 
drawn with a constant external diameter of (125±1) µm, an inner cladding 
diameter of (35±1) µm and a core diameter of (10±1) µm. The calculated V 
number of the PALDC-01 fiber at 1016 nm is 3.3, which means that the fiber 
supports few modes. An optical micrograph of the fabricated optical fiber cross-
section is shown in Fig. 4.4(a) where a slight deformation of the first cladding is 
evident This misalignment of the first cladding is due to a not constant inner 
diameter along the length of the second cladding. The step-index between the 
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different parts of the fiber is evident by the different brightness in the cross 
section. Using a single mode fiber pigtailed laser at the wavelength of 1310 nm, 
the near field image of the fiber output beam was collected by an IR video-
camera reported in Figure 4.4(b). A series of scattering centers were evident 
along the drawn fiber during the drawing process, probably due to an initial 
process of crystallization. 
 
   (a)       (b) 
 
Figure 4.4 - Photograph of the produced PALDC-01 phosphate optical fiber 
taken by optical microscope (a) and image of the near field (b) of the optical 
fiber taken by launching light at the wavelength of 1300 nm 
 
Cut-back loss measurements were performed on the PALDC-01 fiber. The 
initial length of the section of fibre analyzed was about 2 m. The attenuation value 
was calculated through a linear least square fitting of the experimental data as 
reported in Figure 4.5. Attenuation loss at 1300 nm was measured to be 11.0 
dB/m. 
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Figure 4.5 - Attenuation losses of the PALDC-01 phosphate optical fiber at 
1300 nm 
 
Despite the change in the manufacturing parameters (T, t melting), the 
attenuation losses are increased. The melting temperature was in fact set for 
these glasses at 1500° C for only 15 min, instead o f 1600° C for 1h as for the 
previous method, but this was not enough to solve the problem of crystallization 
due to impurities. In addition, the values of attenuation losses in the fiber PALDC-
01 are related with problems at various interface of the fiber: core-first cladding 
and first cladding-second cladding respectively (particles, impurities, surface 
imperfections). To improve the performance of the fibers and reduce the 
attenuation loss, a potential solution was to change manufacturing parameters 
(further reduction of the temperature and time of glass melting) and an 
improvement of the quality and repeatability of the cleaning and polishing 
process of preforms (for both cladding tubes and core rod). 
Experimental Data 
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4.3 Yb-doped (3.45mol% Yb2O3) Double Cladding Fiber 
(PALYb-01) 
a) Glass fabrication and characterization 
After the preliminary study on the materials and process related to the 
manufacture of passive fibers (PALSC-01 and PALDC-01), the work was focused 
on the study of doped glasses with the aim of fabricate active fibers. For the first 
active fiber, a molar concentration of Yb2O3 equal to 3.45mol% was chosen, 
which it is equivalent to a weight concentration of about 9wt%. The Yb3+ ion 
density of the prepared glass was calculated (Equation 3.10) and it was found to 
be equal to 8.0 x 1020 ions/cm3. The sample Yb01 was prepared by replacing in 
the sample PAL05 (passive core) La2O3 for Yb2O3, (3.45mol%). The samples 
prepared for the active fiber were obtained by decreasing the melting 
temperature and time of Method 2. The melting temperature was in fact set to 
1400 ° C for 15 min, for both melting steps, instea d of the previous 1500° C.  
In Table 4.7 are reported the refractive index values for the Yb01 sample at 
different wavelength. As clear by the measurements of refractive index, this 
change in the composition (Yb2O3 for La2O3) resulted in a reduction of the 
refractive index of the doped sample. This is probably due to the different 
polarizabilities of the two oxides: Yb2O3 against La2O3 [4]. As a consequence of 
this lowering, it was necessary to modify the composition of the first cladding 
(PAL06) by replacing 2% of PbO with an equal amount of Li2O, to decrease the 
value of its refractive index. The name of the new sample is PAL08. The values of 
numerical aperture (NA) calculated on the basis of the refractive indices 
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measured at 1016 nm are equal to 0.16 and 0.37, respectively for the core/first 
cladding and for the first cladding/second cladding pairs. 
 
Table 4.7: Refractive index values for the Yb01, PAL08 and PAL07 samples 
measured at different wavelength (accuracy of the measurements was 
estimated to be ± 10-3) 
 
Sample 633 nm 825 nm 1016 nm 1316 nm 1533 nm 
Yb01 1.579 1.573 1.569 1.565 1.563 
PAL08 1.569 1.563 1.560 1.557 1.555 
PAL07 1.526 1.520 1.516 1.513 1.510 
 
Table 4.8 shows the glass transition temperature (Tg), the onset of 
crystallization (Tx) and the glass stability (∆T = Tg-Tx) of the samples studied for 
the fabrication of the Yb-doped fiber. All the fabricated samples show great 
stability against crystallization (∆T). 
 
Table 4.8: Glass transition temperature (Tg), onset of crystallization (Tx) 
and glass stability (∆T) for the Yb01, PAL08, and PAL07 samples 
 
Sample Tg [°C]±3 Tx [°C]±3 ∆T [°C]±6 
Yb01 489 672 183 
PAL08 481 675 194 
PAL07 479 669 190 
 
The sample Yb01 was also studied with UV-Vis spectroscopy. In Figure 4.4 
is shown a spectrum of the absorption cross section of the Yb01 glass.  
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Figure 4.6 – Absorption cross section of the Yb01 sample 
 
The absorption cross section was then calculated through analysis of the 
UV-Vis spectra (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4). The value of calculated cross section 
at 975 nm was equal to: 1.25x10-20 ion/cm3, and it is in good agreement with 
values reported in literature [5,6] The lifetime of Yb3+ ions in the glass Yb01 was 
measured and calculate as illustrate in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.5. The value of 
lifetime in Yb01 was found equal to: (1.5±0.1) ms. This value is in good agreement 
with other values of lifetimes reported in the literature for glasses with similar Yb3+ 
ion concentrations of the sample Yb01 concentration [7]. 
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b) Preform fabrication 
As for the previous fibers, for the manufacture of the preform the first step 
was to manufacture the rod with the composition Yb01. While for the claddings 
were fabricated two tubes: one for the first (PAL08) and one for the second (PAL07) 
cladding respectively. The parameters used for the fabrication of the tubes of this 
fiber were the same parameters used for the manufacture of tubes of fiber 
PALDC-01. After the annealing, the individual parts that constitute the preform 
have been systematically cleaned and polished. Particular attention was given at 
cleaning and polishing rods and tubes, in order to minimize imperfections or 
impurities of contamination that weaken the fiber and increase the propagation 
loss. To this purpose, during the polishing process alumina suspensions of 
different size were used, as abrasives, as well as the SiC paper of different grits 
(from 100 down to 4000). At the end of the polishing process, the different parts 
of the preform were placed in hot ethanol and subsequently they were washed 
with hot acetone. 
The core rod was then stretched on the drawing tower to reduce its 
diameter, to fit into the first cladding tube. 
 
c) Fiber drawing and characterization 
The preform was heated in the drawing tower to draw the Yb-doped 
double cladding phosphate fiber (PALYB-01). Characteristic values of the drawing 
process were: a drawing temperature around 600° C, and a drawing speed of 3 
m/min. The fiber diameter was monitored during the drawing process. The 
dimensions of the PALYb-01 fiber are: (125±1) µm for the diameter of the outer 
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cladding, (25±1) µm for the diameter of the inner cladding and (7±1) µm for the 
diameter of the core. For those values of core size and refractive indexes the V-
number at 1016 nm is equal to: 3.5. The fiber is in fact multi-mode (see Chapter 
2, Section 2.1). 
In Figure 4.7 are shown an optical micrograph of the fabricated optical 
fiber cross-section, and a near field image of the fiber. From the optical 
microscope image (a) is evident that core and first cladding are circular and 
concentric. The step-index between the core and the cladding is also evident by 
the brighter coloration of the formed compared to the second. The near field 
image of the fiber end face (b) shows light-guiding into the core.  
 
   (a) (b) 
 
Fig. 4.7 - Photograph of the produced PALYb-01 phosphate optical fiber 
taken by optical microscope (a) and image of the near field (b) of the optical 
fiber taken by launching light at the wavelength of 1310 nm 
 
Also on the PALYb-01 fiber cut-back loss measurements were performed. 
The initial length of the section of fiber analyzed was 4 m. The attenuation value 
was calculated through a linear least square fitting of the experimental data as 
reported in Figure 4.8. Attenuation loss at 1300 nm was measured to be 7.50 
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dB/m. 
 
 
Figure 4.8 - Attenuation losses of the PALYb-01 phosphate optical fiber at 
1300 nm 
 
The values of attenuation losses of the active fiber PALYb-01 are lower 
than the values of losses of the previous double cladding passive fiber PALDC-
01 (11.0 dB/m), but still comparable to the values of losses of the fiber PALSC-
01. The attenuation losses are mainly due to scattering effects occurring into the 
fiber. The scattering effect here is even more pronounced in relation to the small 
dimensions of the core (7 µm for the core diameter). 
To evaluate the values of attenuation losses due to intrinsic problems 
related to the fabricated materials, a test fiber was then pulled. 
 
 
Experimental 
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d) Single Cladding Test Fiber  
(PAL-test) 
 
In order to assess the quality of the PAL-glasses and exclude intrinsic 
causes of attenuation loss due to the fabricated materials a test fiber, named 
PAL-test, was drawn and characterized. 
The preform used for the fabrication of the fiber PAL-test was made of Yb01 
glass for the core and PAL08 glass for cladding, the same glasses used in the 
fiber PALYb01. The fiber PAL-test presented, however, a single cladding 
structure. The single cladding fibre was drawn with the dimensions of: (125±1) 
µm for the diameter of the cladding and (40±1) µm for the diameter of the core, 
the same dimension as that for the fiber PALSC-01. As can be seen in figure 
4.9(a), the core remained circular and concentric. No defects or bubbles are 
present at the core/cladding interface. The near field image of the fibre output 
beam was collected on an IR videocamera. A near field micrograph of the fibre 
end face illustrating guiding is shown in Figure 4.9(b).  
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(a) (b) 
 
Figure 4.9 - Photograph of the produced PAL-test phosphate optical fiber 
taken by optical microscope (a) and image of the near field (b) of the optical 
fiber taken by launching light at the wavelength of 1300 nm 
 
The attenuation losses of the PAL-test fiber were studied by cut-back loss 
measurements. The initial length of the section of fibre analyzed was around 5 m. 
The attenuation value was calculated through a linear least square fitting of the 
experimental data as reported in Figure 4.10. Attenuation loss at 1300 nm was 
2.0 dB/m. 
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Figure 4.10 - Attenuation losses of the PAL-test phosphate optical fiber at 
1300 nm 
 
Although composed of the same glass, the values of attenuation loss of the 
fiber PAL-test are far lower than the values of the previous fiber (PALYb-01). 
After this test it is evident that, despite being of the same glasses, the light, 
confined in the fiber with a core diameter more than 5 times larger than the 
previous one, is transmitted with attenuation losses almost 4 times lower. 
Therefore the very high attenuation loss of the previous PAL-fibers fabricated are 
not related to intrinsic problems of the material. In addition, the PAL-test fiber 
presents attenuation losses values far lower than PALSC-01 (7.3 dB/m), with 
which it shares the same dimensions but different manufacturing processes and 
so different glasses. Thus the changes occurred in the process of glass and 
preform fabrication led to an improvement of the fabricated glasses and of the 
Experimental 
Data 
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performance of the produced fibers. Moreover, the attenuation losses values of 
the PAL-test fiber are 1 dB/m below the lowest attenuation values reported in 
literature for phosphate fibers [4]. 
 
4.4 Yb-doped (1.1mol% Yb2O3) Double Cladding Fiber 
(PALYb-02) 
a) Glass fabrication and characterization 
In this section the study of a new method of fabricating phosphate glass 
samples is reported and discussed: the aim was to improve the quality and the 
reproducibility of the glass in terms of refractive index variations. With the set of 
glasses obtained from this method a second active fiber (PALYb-02) was drawn 
and characterized. 
The samples prepared for the PALYb-02 fiber were fabricated using 
Method 3, described in Chapter 3, Section 3.1. In detail, for this set of glasses, 
the glass-former phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5) was replaced by (NH4H2PO4). This 
change has been made to have better control in the weighing process of 
chemicals and to minimize contamination by water present in the atmosphere. In 
fact, the phosphorus pentoxide is extremely hygroscopic and reacts immediately 
with the moisture, making difficult and long the weighing step. On the contrary the 
ammonium di-hydrogen phosphate is a stable compound and forms P2O5 only at 
high temperature. The fabrication procedure of this set of glasses consisted in a 
treatment in alumina crucible. Inside the alumina crucible, the precursor 
(NH4H2PO4) alone was pre-heated at 250° C for 2h while blowi ng 5 l/min of N2 
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into the furnace. Then the remaining chemicals, weighted in a glove box under 
dried air atmosphere, was added into the crucible and the furnace temperature 
was raised up to 500° C 2°/min, to eliminate all th e gases produced during the 
heating (in particular ammonia). The temperature was then raised up to 1350° C 
and held for 30 min. Finally, the temperature of the furnace was raised up to 
1400° C for 15 min and the glass was cast. All the process was carried out by 
blowing a mixture of N2/O2 into the furnace. The molten glass was cast in a pre-
heated brass plate and then annealed at 480° C for 5h. 
The molar concentration of Yb2O3 in the core was equal to a molar 
concentration of 1.1%. This molar concentration is equivalent to a weight 
percentage of about 2.9 % and an ions density equal to 2.6 x 1020 ions/cm3.  
In Table 4.9 the refractive index values for the prepared samples are 
reported: Yb02 for the core; PAL09 for the first cladding and PAL10 for the second 
cladding. As evidenced by the measures, the samples prepared with this new 
process have a slightly lower refractive index with respect to the previously 
prepared samples. In detail, samples PAL09 and PAL10* have refractive indices 
lower than the PAL06 and PAL07, which respectively have the same composition. 
The values of numerical aperture (NA) calculated on the basis of the refractive 
indices measured at 1016 nm are equal to 0.18 and 0.39, respectively for the 
core/first cladding and for the first cladding/second cladding pairs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.9: Refractive index values for the Yb02, PAL09, and PAL10 samples 
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measured at different wavelengths (accuracy of the measurements was 
estimated to be ± 10-3) 
 
Sample 633 nm 825 nm 1016 nm 1316 nm 1533 nm 
Yb02 1.582 1.576 1.572 1.569 1.566 
PAL06* 1.571 1.565 1.561 1.558 1.555 
PAL07* 1.519 1.514 1.511 1.508 1.505 
 
The lifetime of Yb3+ ions in the glass Yb02 was measured and calculated 
as illustrated in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.5.The value of lifetime in Yb02 was found 
to be equal to: (1.4±0.1) ms. 
 
b) Preform fabrication 
The fabrication process of the preform follows the steps described 
previously. The core glass (Yb02) was melted and then poured into a pre-heated 
brass, while the cladding tubes were fabricated by rotational casting technique. 
The parameters used for the fabrication of the tubes of this fiber were the same 
parameters used for manufacturing the tubes of PALDC-01 fiber. After annealing 
at 480°C for 48 h, the core rod and the cladding tu be were carefully polished with 
SiC paper of different grits (from 100 down to 4000) and suspensions of alumina . 
Despite the prolonged and careful polishing of the parts of the preform, the tubes 
and the rod showed a slight yellow/brown coloring, probably due to contamination 
of the platinum crucible (coloration not shown systematically by all the different 
glasses prepared with this method) [8]. This high contamination of Pt can be 
derived from a contact of the platinum with ammonia coming from the first fusion 
of the precursor (NH4H2PO4) which releases ammonia. Nevertheless, the preform 
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was assembled as follows: the core rod was stretch on the drawing tower and fit 
into the first cladding tube; after that, a second stretch was performed on the 
core/first cladding structure to reduce its diameter and so it was introduced into 
the second cladding tube. 
 
c) Fiber drawing and characterization 
From the fabricated preform the PALYb-02 fiber was drawn. The 
dimensions of the PALYb-02 fiber are: (100±1) µm for the diameter of the outer 
cladding, (35±1) µm for the diameter of the inner cladding and (9±1) µm for the 
core diameter. Typical values of the drawing process were: a drawing 
temperature of about 600° C, and drawing speed of 3  m/min.  
An optical micrograph of the fabricated optical fiber cross-section is shown 
in Figure 4.11(a) where the step-index between the core and the different 
claddings is evident by the brighter coloration of the center (core) compared to 
the outer parts of the cross section. The core and the first cladding are slightly off 
center. This misalignment is due to a not constant inner diameter along the length 
of the second cladding. 
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Figure 4.11 - Photograph of the produced PALYb-02 phosphate optical fiber 
taken by optical microscope 
 
Cut-back loss measurements were performed on the PALYb-02 fiber. The 
initial length of the section of fiber analyzed was 1.5 m. The attenuation value 
was calculated through a linear least square fitting of the experimental data as 
reported in Figure 4.12. Attenuation loss at 1300 nm was 18.2 dB/m. 
 
Figure 4.12 - Attenuation loss of the PALYb-02 phosphate optical fiber at 1300 nm 
Experimental Data 
Linear Fit 
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When compared with the previous measures, the high values of losses of 
the PALYb-02 fiber suggest problems resulting from the new fabrication process 
combined with the new precursor. This hypothesis is also confirmed by the 
yellow/brown coloration found in the glasses, coloration to be related to high 
contamination of Pt from the crucible, as also reported in [8]. 
In Figure 4.13 the comparison of refractive index values of nine 
phosphate glass samples prepared with Method 2 and Method 3 is reported. As 
evident, this fabrication process (Method 3) has led to a better control on the 
variations of the refractive index. The reproducibility of n for glass samples 
fabricated with Method 3 is in the order of 10-3. 
 
 
Figure 4.13 – Comparison of refractive index variations of glass samples 
prepared with Method 2 and Method 3 
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Nevertheless, from the measurements carried out on the fiber PALYb-02 it 
is clear that the use of the reagent NH4H2PO4 as a precursor of P2O5 leads to the 
fabrication of glass not suitable for the use in optical field and in particular for use 
as optical fibers. So it was decided to cover another method of glass manufacture 
and abandon of the NH4H2PO4 as a chemical precursor for the phosphate glass 
samples. 
 
4.5 Yb-doped (1.1mol% Yb2O3)  Double Cladding Fiber 
(PALYb-03) 
a) Glass fabrication and characterization 
In this Section the study and the new process used to the fabrication of 
glasses for the PALYb-03 fiber is describes. This new method of glass 
manufacturing has been studied with the aim of reducing the numerical aperture 
of the core with a precise control on the difference between the refractive index 
values of the core and the first cladding. This method, named Method 4 (Chapter 
3, Section 3.1), consists in preparing a single batch of the core and the first 
cladding glasses and it is sketched in Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.13 – Scheme of the fabrication Method 4 
 
The chemicals of the PAL11 composition were weighed (80g) and melted 
in ‘bottom loading’ furnace (Proba) in covered alumina crucible. The temperature 
program was set as follows: the oven was heated up to a temperature of 1350° C 
for 30 min with a ramp of 10° C/min, then the tempe rature was raised up to 1400° 
C for 15 min with a rate of 15° C/min. The so-obtai ned glass mass was divided 
into two parts of equal mass: one for the core glass, the second for the first 
cladding glass. The core glass part, after grinding, was mixed with 2.6 wt% of 
Yb2O3 (equivalent to 1.1 mol%). The core glass was melted again twice in at 
1350°C for 30’ in order to homogenize the glass and  to incorporate the ytterbium 
oxide. The whole process was carried out by blowing 3 l/min of a mixture of dry 
N2/O2 into the furnace. The molten glasses were cast in a pre-heated (400° C) 
brass plate. The glasses were both annealed at 480° C the glass transition 
temperature for 5 h. Each glass sample was then cooled down slowly at room 
temperature. With this method it is possible to control in a precise way the 
refractive index difference between the core and the first cladding, as the two 
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glasses coming from the same batch and they have the same fabrication 
‘history’. 
In Table 4.10 the refractive index values for the prepared samples are 
reported: Yb03 for the core; PAL11 for the first cladding. As evidenced by the 
measures, the values of the refractive index of PAL11 are higher compared to 
PAL05. These two samples have in fact the same nominal composition, but 
different methods of preparation. The variation of the refractive indices values 
between these two glasses can be related to the number of melting processes in 
which PAL11 underwent (sample with higher index values). In fact, the higher 
number of melts may have improved the volatilization of the low molecular weight 
components from the glass (eg Li2O), thus resulting in a glass richer in heavy 
components with a high polarizability. 
 
Table 4.10: Refractive index values for the Yb03, and PAL11 samples 
measured at different wavelengths 
 
Sample 633 nm 825 nm 1016 nm 1316 nm 1533 nm 
Yb03 1.596 1.590 1.586 1.582 1.580 
PAL11 1.595 1.589 1.585 1.581 1.579 
 
 
Moreover, with this method it was possible to finely control the refractive 
index difference between the: core and the first cladding glasses came from the 
same batch and experienced the same fabrication ‘history’. This control is 
underlined in Table 4.11, where the refractive index values of two set of samples 
prepared with Method 4 are reported. 
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Table 4.11: Refractive index values for the two set of glasses: (Yb03-a, 
PAL11-a), and (Yb03-b, PAL11-b) samples measured at different wavelengths 
 
λ[nm] Yb03 - a PAL11 - a  Yb03 - b PAL11 - b 
633 1.5946 1.5936  1.5969 1.5965 
825 1.5886 1.5873  1.5904 1.5903 
1061 1.5846 1.5833  1.5868 1.5862 
1312 1.5811 1.5799  1.5832 1.5827 
1533 1.5786 1.5771  1.5804 1.5799 
 
From the values reported in Table 4:11 is evident that the variation of the 
values of refractive index between core and first cladding is of the order of 10-4. 
On the basis of the refractive indices measured at 1016 nm, the calculated 
values of numerical aperture (NA) are equal to 0.06 and 0.04, respectively for the 
first and second set of samples. With this method of fabrication (Method 4) can 
be obtained optical fiber with a low numerical aperture in a controlled way. Thus 
Method 4 allows to fabricate single mode optical fiber with large size of the core. 
The lifetime of Yb3+ ions in the glass Yb03 was found to be equal to: (1.4±0.1) ms. 
 
b) Preform fabrication 
The manufacture process of the preform followed the same steps as for 
the previous fibers. The first step was to manufacture the core rod with the 
composition Yb03. After the annealing, the individual parts of the preform have 
been systematically cleaned and polished using alumina suspensions of different 
size, as abrasives, as well as the SiC paper of different grits (from 100 down to 
4000). At the end of the polishing process, the different parts of the preform were 
placed in hot ethanol and subsequently in hot acetone. Particular attention has 
been done to the cleaning and polishing steps, in order to minimize and eliminate 
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imperfections or particles on both inner and outer surfaces. To assemble the 
preform, the core rod was first stretched and fit into the first cladding tube. A 
second stretch was performed on the core/first cladding structure to reduce its 
diameter and so it was introduced into the second cladding tube. 
 
c) Fiber drawing and characterization 
From the fabricated preform the PALYb-03 fiber was drawn. The 
dimensions of the PALYb-03 fiber are: (135±1) µm for the diameter of the outer 
cladding, (50±1) µm for the diameter of the inner cladding and (12±1) µm for the 
core diameter. Typical values of the drawing process were: a drawing 
temperature of about 600° C, and drawing speed of 3  m/min.  
The calculated V number of the PALYb-03 fiber at 1016 nm is 1.9, which 
means that the fiber is single mode. An optical micrograph of the fabricated 
optical fiber cross-section is shown in Figure 4.11(a) where the step-index 
between the core and the different claddings is evident by the brighter coloration 
of the center (core) compared to the outer parts of the cross section.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.14 - Photograph of the produced PALYb-03 phosphate optical fiber 
taken by optical microscope 
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4.6 Optical fiber laser demonstration 
A preliminary test to verify the coherent emission Of the produced PALYb-
01 and PALYb-02 active fibers were. 
Laser performance for the PALYb-01 fiber was demonstrated using 25 
mm of this Yb-double cladding fiber. In Figure 4.15, the spectra for lasing 
operation at maximum available pump power (blue line) and threshold condition 
(red line) are shown. The laser threshold was for a pump power of 150 mW. The 
generation of a lasing peak of 15-25 mW with center wavelength at 1022 nm (see 
Figure 4.14) was observed for a pump power of 248 mW. The bandwidth 
obtained was 2-3 nm. The laser operation was stable for at least 60 minutes 
(duration of the experiment). The lasing wavelength remained almost fixed and 
the output power Pout presented fluctuations of the order of 5 dB.  
 
 
Figure 4.15. Detail of the Yb3+ laser output power peak at 1022  nm. 
 
Laser performance for the PALYb-02 fiber was demonstrated using 50 
mm of this Yb-double cladding fiber. In Figure 4.16, the spectra for lasing 
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operation of the PALYb-02 fiber is shown. The maximum output power measured 
was 5 mW with center wavelength at 1014 nm, for a pump power of 248 mW. The 
bandwidth obtained was 2-3 nm.  
 
Figure 4.16. Detail of the PALYb-02 laser output power peak at 1014  nm. 
 
Optimal laser performance could have been affected by several factors. 
Those associated with a non-optimized experimental setup setting could be the 
following: imperfect alignment between the parts forming the resonance cavity 
(fiber-guide parallelism, fiber bending, mirror-guide angle), presence of a small 
gap between the Yb3+-doped fiber and the HR mirror, active fiber end cleaved 
with an oblique angle or having a bad quality cleaving. In relation with the optical 
components: the use of a normalized diameter (and NA) would help improving 
the overall performance of the system. Concerning the WDM: since it is designed 
to operate with 980 nm and 1060 nm, it could be expected that the power carried 
at the lasing wavelength (1022 and 1014 nm) splits between the two ports. In this 
sense it is possible that some amount of the lasing output power reached the 
pump laser, and consequently, reduced the power available at the system output 
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(value measured by the OSA). Finally, in relation to the double cladding active 
fiber: the small distortion and misalignment of the core could lead to coupling 
losses since the fiber laser was tested using core pumping. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions and Future work 
 
Various phosphate glass compositions were studied and new phosphate 
optical glasses were design and fabricated. During this research work, it was 
necessary to explore and study four fabrication process to develop a suitable 
method of fabrication for phosphate glasses. From the different set of fabricated 
glasses overall six phosphate fibers were draw: two passive and four doped with 
Yb2O3. A substantial part of the thesis was involved to the implementation and 
optimization of the rotational casting equipment. To do this, a new rotational 
casting equipment was designed using Autocad 3D and realized. 
The main and most important conclusion of the thesis can be listed as 
follows: 
• A new thermally stable and homogenous phosphate optical glass 
system was design and fabricated, suitable for fiber drawing. 
• Different manufacturing process for phosphate optical glasses were 
set-up and optimized: controlled refractive index variation to obtain 
NA=0.05 for the core. 
• Core/clad phosphate performs were successfully produced by rod-
in-tube technique: rotational casting parameters were optimized for 
the different cladding compositions, and a custom rotational casting 
equipment was designed and fabricated.  
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• Phosphate optical fibers, both active and passive, were fabricated: 
for the first time with the cladding tubes obtained by rotational 
casting. 
• 2 dB/m: the lowest value of attenuation loss for phosphate fibers. 
Innumerable issues were encountered in the various steps of this research 
work. Thus the different problems, addressed in the study of complex materials 
such as phosphate glasses for fiber laser applications, and the different solutions 
proposed and implemented, based on the results observed have been also 
presented. For draw a final conclusion, the steps of this research work will be 
summarized below. 
The first set of glasses, prepared with Method 1, included: four phosphate 
glasses with a variable Li2O/BaO content. The glasses showed high stability 
against devitrification: the difference between Tg and Tx was found to be higher 
than 200° C for all samples. The proof-of-concept m ultimode single cladding 
optical fiber was drawn (PAL-SC01) from a preform fabricated by the rod-in-tube 
technique and by using the rotational casting technique to produce the cladding 
tube. A set up of the rotational casting process was studied and tubes without 
defects along the length of the preform were obtained. The attenuation loss of the 
PAL-SC01 fiber was measured to be 7.30 dB/m. The high attenuation loss value 
is mainly due to scattering effects by small crystallized particles created during 
the drawing process. The origin of the crystals was related with the high 
temperatures used during the fabricating process of the performs that caused the 
incorporation of impurities from the crucibles. 
For the second set of phosphate glasses, the attention was then focussed 
on the design and optimization of the glasses and the process for the fabrication 
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of the double cladding fiber configuration. Starting for the system previously 
studied, three phosphate glass compositions were designed and fabricated with 
the Method 2 for the fabrication of the double-cladding fiber. More than 190° C of 
difference between the Tx and Tg were found for all three samples. From the 
studied samples, a double cladding phosphate fiber (PAL-DC01) were drawn the 
attenuation loss measured was equal to 11.0 dB/m. During the drawing process, 
a series of scattering centers were evident along the drawn fiber. In fact, the 
change in the manufacturing parameters (1500° C for  only 15 ', instead of 1600° 
C for 1h as for the previous method) was not enough to solve the problem of 
crystallization due to impurities. In addition, the values of attenuation losses in 
the fiber PALDC-01 are related with problems particles, impurities, surface 
imperfections at different interface of the fiber: core-first cladding and first 
cladding-second cladding respectively. To improve the performance of the fibers 
and reduce the attenuation loss, a potential solution was to change 
manufacturing parameters (further reduction of the temperature and time of glass 
melting) and an improvement of the quality and repeatability of the cleaning and 
polishing process of preforms (for both cladding tubes and core rod). 
The research work was then focused on the study and fabrication of doped 
glasses and active fibers. The samples prepared for the active fiber were 
fabricated by decreasing and adjusting the melting temperature and time of 
Method 2. A first Yb-doped phosphate double cladding fiber (PAL-Yb01) was 
drawn with the core doped with a molar concentration of Yb2O3 equal to 
3.45mol% (8.0 x 1020 ion/cm3). The active fiber PALYb-01 exibited lower values 
of attenuation loss (7.30 dB/m) than the values of loss of the fiber PALDC-01 but 
still comparable to the values of losses of the fiber PALSC-01. The scattering 
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effect in the PAL-Yb01 fiber was even more pronounced in relation to the small 
dimensions of the core (7 µm). 
In order to assess the quality of the PAL-system and exclude intrinsic 
causes of attenuation loss due to the fabricated materials, a single cladding test 
fiber, named PAL-test, was drawn and characterized. The preform used for the 
fabrication of the PAL-test fiber was made from the same glasses used in the 
PAL-Yb01 fiber. After this test it was pointed out that the very high attenuation 
loss of the previous PAL-fibers were not related to intrinsic problems of the 
material. In fact, even if composed of the same glasses, the attenuation loss of 
the PAL-test fiber (2.0 dB/m) were lower than the values of the previous PALYb-
01 fiber. In addition, the PAL-test fiber presented attenuation losses values far 
lower than PALSC-01, with which it shares the same dimensions but different 
manufacturing processes and so different glasses. As a result the changes and 
the adjustment occurred during this work in the manufacturing process of glass 
and preform led to an improvement of the fabricated glasses and of the 
performance of the produced fibers. 
After this test, a different method of fabricating phosphate glass samples 
was investigated in order to improve the quality and the reproducibility of the 
glass in terms of refractive index variations. A second active fiber PALYb-02 was 
drawn and characterized with the set of glasses obtained from this method: 
Method 3. In particular, the glass-former P2O5 was replaced by the precursor 
NH4H2PO4.This change has been made to have better control in the weighing 
process of chemicals and to minimize contamination by moisture present in the 
atmosphere. It was noted, however, that different samples prepared by Method 3 
showed a slight yellow/brown coloring, probably due to contamination of the 
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platinum crucible (coloration not shown systematically by all the different glasses 
prepared with this method). The high contamination of Pt can be derived from the 
presence of ammonia coming from the first fusion of the precursor. Nevertheless, 
the PALYb-02 fiber was drawn as a test for the fabrication method. The 
attenuation loss values of the PAL-Yb02 were relative high (18.2 dB/m) compared 
to the values of the previous fibers. This suggest problems resulting from the new 
fabrication process combined with the new precursor. Although this process has 
led to a better control on the variations of the refractive index, Method 3, with the 
precursor NH4H2PO4, leads to the fabrication of glasses not suitable for the use 
as optical fibers. 
A new method (Method 4) was then studied and developed with the aim of 
reducing the NA of the core by precisely controlling the refractive index variation 
between the core and the first cladding. With this method it was possible to finely 
control the refractive index difference between the core and the first cladding: the 
variation of the values of refractive index between core and first cladding is of the 
order of 10-4. The NA values for the prepared glass were in the order of 0.05. 
Thus with this method it was possible to fabricate a single mode phosphate fiber 
(PAL-Yb03) with a   µm core. 
In the contest of the research group, laser emission of the fabricated fibers 
(PAL-Yb01 and PAL-Yb02) was also demonstrated at the end of the this work. 
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This thesis should be seen as a starting work on the phosphate glasses 
and phosphate glass fibers. Further studies can be carried out and developed 
regarding the material and the laser set-up.  
As regard the material, additional study can be focus on the optimization of 
the composition. In particular, the reduction or the complete elimination of the 
alkali metal oxides (Li2O) could lead to a further increase of the chemical stability, 
reducing the hygroscopicity, and mechanical strength of the phosphate glasses. 
Furthermore, reducing the content of lead oxide could be interesting to decrease 
the non-linear refractive index, and in general it might be interesting also to 
decrease the refractive index of the PAL-glasses, in view of splicing the PAL-
fibers with the commercial fibers. 
For what concern the laser set up, in future study would be necessary to 
test the PAL-fibers in cladding pump mode and then take full advantages of the 
double cladding configuration. Moreover, laser test should investigate the 
performance of the PAL-fibers as active cavity in pulsed laser systems. 
 
